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Clean -Up Program
Sweeps Into Action
moo soantered %%hat it
uld bo. like to have your car
wept away by a street cleaner?
Beware Beginning tonight at 12
tnldnight, Ninth Street from Santa
Clan to Reed Streets, a street
cleaner will be whirling until 6
ana. as part of a new city project
to beautify the college area,
Students with cars are requested
to move their vehicles (ruin Ninth
Street If they do not, they will
receio" a warning notice. And if
the .aine car is parked again during 1114’ fa.9(1 sweeping, the auto
will get a citation.
"The big sweep" is a plan by the
city to make the streets around
SJS more attractive and students
are asked to cooperate by moving
their oars temporarily to other
streets.
This trial program will be on
’kith and Tenth Streets only for
the time being. Every second and
fourth Tuesday nights the "brush"

SJS Professors
Among 40 To Get
Danforth Grants
nioinhers. Mrs.
Two :
Esther Pereyra-Suarez and Clifford I.. Schmidt, are among the
40 faculty members from colleges
and or:Mel:sit ies across the country
to ITCVI\ I’ Danforth Foundation
Study Grants.
Mrs. Pereyra-Suarez is instructor of foreign languages and
Schmidt is an assistant professor
of science education and biology.
The 40 successful applicants,
Chosen from 461 nominations provided by deans of accredited colleges and universities. are selected
on the basis of academic ability.
personal qualities, and religious
Commit rent.
The stoioly grant provides a
calendar
graduate study in a
universitN 01 the candidate’s choosing. The stipend is arranged according to the candidate’s salary
and number of dependents with the
annual m:oximem grant of $4,800
plus ti:oll,,n and fees.
The Danfoirth Grants program
’as established in 1954 to enable
full-time faculty members to cornlete programs of graduate study.

No ’Daily’
There sill he it,, i40,4111 4.1 the
Spartan Bally published loonierenv. Publioalloon still r e u rile
WY11114,11
and Friday during
the First seek if 41.1/P1*-44. For the
rest oot the semester the Daily
sill 1o. 4411 a regular five-day

will clean up Niiith Street. Every
second and fourth Wednesday night
Tenth Street will be swept.
According to Don Ryan, assistant
to the dean of students, the program will eventually spread from
Fourth Street to 16th Street, if
the project works out according to
plans set forth by city ordinance
No. 10412.

Two Fraternities
Granted Approval;
Another Forming
Now there are 15.

After eight years without expansion, San Jose State has added two
more a,,,, i a I fraternities re its
established 13. Approval has been
granted to Sigma Alpha Mu
ISAMI, a Jewish fraternity, and
Omega Psi Phi, a Negro fraternity.
According to Dick laxison, activities adviser, these two nationals
have been under investigation by
:lie college for the last three years.
I’lans arc now under way to add a
Did you have trouble getting all
the classes you needed? Don’t third national to the fraternity
worry because for the students’ system.
convenience every department has
Both nationals are already takposted a list of "open" classes out- ing form
on campus. They each
side the department office, reports have kcal organizations
which will
Dr. John W. Gilbaugh. Dean of the merge. Sigma
Alpha Mu will take
College.
over Omega Delta Nu and Omega
Wednesday’s issue of the Spartan Psi Phi will merge with its local
Daily will publish a listing of all of the same name.
General Education classes which
The next step is for the two
are still open.
"We have not the staff to ac- fraternities to gain recognition
commodate every student in every from the Intel:fraternity Council
course he wishes to take in a given UFO. Until that time they will
semester," commented Dean Gil- be unable to hold formal rush but
baugh. "But frequently after the they eau organize their own indust of registration activity has formal rush functions.
cleared, we find that there still
Also each fraternity will be on
exist a few vacancies in iropular a "velem. status" until the nacourses, and we are eager to help tional organization issues them a
students make full use of their charter. After receiving charters
time and inclinations."
they will be on their own.

Departments Post
Open Classes Lists

Classic Films Series
Resumes February 27
(lassie films still IVS111/W it
,..ekly presentation Feb. 27 with
is Oluidados" or "The Y1111 11g
,I1,1 the Damned," a savage drama
of juvenile delinquency in Mexico.
The film will be shown at 3:30
p.m. in Concert Hall and at 7 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admittance is free to members of
the college community.
A satirical documentary. "Muscle
Beach," will be shown also.
On the following week, March 6,
Shakespeare’s "Midsummer Night’s
Dream" will be featured. Accompanying film is "Skyscraper."
March 13 students may view
Beethoven’s opera "Fidleo." Peter
Lorre stars in a crime Wm,
"Stranger Left Noi (’aid,"
March 20.
Shakespeare makes another Ids
in the classic series March 27
with his "Hamlet." It s t ars
Lawrence Olivier and Jean Simmons.
April 3 sees Dickens novel "Oliver Twist" brought to the screco

Stars are lioibert Newten and Alec
Guineas.
The lives of two famous artists
will be featured April 17. The films
are "Goya" and "Rembrandt." The
latter stars Charles Laughton, Gertrude LaWl’ellee and Elsa Lancaster.
A tale of the American Civil
War and reconstruction period is
on tap for April 24 with Griffith’s
"Birth of a Nation."
Alfred Hitchcock’s "39 Steps"
and "Short History" is scheduled
for May 1.
Thnoe films will be presented
May 8. "Spectre of the Rose,"
starring Judith Anderson, Michael
Chekhov and Lionel Standee "An
Oscar for Sr. Rossi," and "Seven
.1rts"is slated far that date.
Final film in the series "Throne
of Blood" will be viewed May 15.
Adapted from Shakespeare’s "Macbeth." it is a story of a powerhungiy v.:or lord in 16th century
tapan

,ampus expansions north to Santa’ of high-rise buildings which would
By GEORGE MARTIN
I lam 5, ,.between Sixth and offer "better space utilization."
’
San JOS(.4 State’s
Eighth
17,000 full-time equivalent
and south to E. WilLAND APPROVED
liam Street tietween Seventh and
tnasterplan hit some roarer] To
The board approved requests for
Tenth.
ding Thursday and Friday. at to
two other pareels of land, however.
Also diseussed at the meeting
hands of the Campus Hann’,
One is a two-block area between
Committee 61 the State Cub., sass the question or bringing Tower
Nitoth and Tenth Streets and San
Hall up too modern salety standards
Board of Trustees.
Fernando arid San Carlos. The
$61N).000 projeet, the cost et
The cortmoittee, headed loy 1i/S
other parcel fielders oin Fourth
Charles
Lockwhich
could
architect
Angeles
doom the 50-year-old
Dr. William C. Mirutinger, presi- man, did a sharp paring jet, on San Jose landmark tot the demoli- Street between Sari Carlois and
Sun Salvador Streets.
dent of the Menninger Foundation
,
tam
crews
in favor of a complex
the plan, slicing off the proasead
With the cuts, the Beard sent
at Topeka, Kans., anti a leading
a request to the Chancellor’s ofAmerican psychiatrist, will present
lire le "explore further the most
the semester’s first lecture of the
appropriate total FTE for San
College Lecture Committee set-lea,
Jose State College," a move whieh
Friday at 10:30 a.m. in Morris’
may result in the staling down of
Dailey Auditorium.
As I write this greeting to spring semester st
the 17,000 FTE figures as a target
I am
Dr. Menninger’s lecture, "Love
aware of two gatherings on the campus during di& week just
for future expansion.
and Hate: The Struggle Within,"
Luckman. who spent much of
past. The first was the assembling of approximately 17.000
will be open to students, faculty
Thursday’s committee meeting
students tor registration, the largest spring enrollment in the
and the public.
sparring with SJS President John
history 01 the college. Impressive as that figure is, it is by no
His speech Friday will be on the
T Wahlquist and San Jose board
general subject of our Individual
means the peak teirullinent that can be expected for San Jose
member Albert J. Russo both about
State College.
emotions - the struggle between
rrE and new land requests. feels
Federal projections for all colleges indicate that the 4.2
love and hate. Dr. Menninger has
that the 17,000 figure is too high,
million enrollment of 1962-63 will grow to 8.6 million by 1975,
stated that our only hope to get
and will result in continued conjust a dozen years away. A majer concern of the faculty and
along better with each other is
gestion on the SJS campus.
that more of us will increase our
administration of the college is to provide a very high quality
"What is need eel in these
capacity to neutralize our drive of
of opixrieunity for the students who meet the admission standstudies." Luekman said Thursday,
hate by increasing our capacity
ards. Their numbers will grow inexorably.
, is an earnest look at a lesser FTE
to love.
The secoind gathering was that of the Trustees of the
than the 17,000 figure."
California State Colleges to consider policies for the operation
Luckman feels that an FTE of
and the evolution of all of the slate cdlleges. Their meetings
somewhere between 12 and 15
considered the Master Plan for the expansion of the San Jose
thousand would provide a less conState campus, a Curricular Plan for all of the colleges, a progested atmosphere at SJS. Replyposal for a Faculty Senate. ways of restating admission standing to Dr. Wahlquist’s question of
ards to carry out the Donahoe Act of 1,960, and sites for two
"Where can we put the students,"
Mre. Janet Northrup, graduate
new state colleges to be established in the immediate future.
Luckman said that we would have
student on campus, will be exEvery one of these matters has far-reaching implications for
to tell them to go back where they
hibiting her recent watercolors at
the future of the State of California and fur the education
came from.
the Fellowship Gallery in the First
of its citizens.
Methodist Church at Los Gatos
You, as spring semester students in 1963, are enrolled durTOWER SAFETY
during this month.
ing one of the niust exciting and significant pet-axis in all of the
Discusaio on (if the safety oil Tower
Mrs. Northrup has studied under
history of higher education. More effort than ever before is
Hall centered around several apTheodore Johnson, Warren Faus,
being expended to make college available to you: the state and
propriations and recommendations
Eric Obach and Robert Collins. She
nation depend as never before on the scope and the depth of
which had come before the beard.
has taught watercolor in Campbell
knowledge of their citizens. Your presence here, made possible
In 1962, the state legislature apAdult Education classes for several
by all of the people of California, imposes on you a serious
propriated 5174.000 for interior
years.
responsibility for academic attainment. I hope that you will
, bracing for the structure, but later
She is presently employed by
prove yourselves worthy of the trust that is implicit in your
studies revealed the plans inadeHillis Printing Co. as a free lance
admission.
quate. As a result of these studies,
commercial artist.
.1c+Ins: T. WAHLQIIST
the state Architectural Division
At the Towne and Country exrecommended to 5309.000 appropriahibit recently she received the section to pity fir a new switchboard
ond award for her watercolors,
and beefed-up bracing for the old
and received an honorable mention
building.
at the Santa Clara County Fair
, For a top-notch 10b, however,
this past summer.
the Division said that a $600,000
, project woulol be needed. The job
I would make the building equivalent
in safety toi a rww structure.
No 66

Dr. Menninger
To Discuss Love,
Hate in Lecture

President’s Message

Graduate Student
Shows Watercolors

Two ASB Council
Offices Vacated

Enrollment Secured
When Fees, Cards In

18,hrwigin Wolnesd t3
;
The
Lorn 8-4 p.m.
tration is over be ,,,oist Sall J, o,
, The auditorium will be open
The ASH Council will start ac- State students.
during the evenings from 5-8 p.m.
cepting applications for two vacant
1-lowever, collect ion of class
Only students with Wednesday
ASB positions today, according to cards and subtnittance of student
Pete Briggs, graduate student rep- body fees moist be completed be- and Thursday night classes will
be allowed to pay their fees after
resentative.
fore official enrollment is secured.
4 p.m. Wednesday. A $5 late-fee
Sophomore representative Vince
Program changes are possible will be charged to late registrants.
Feeney has left school to tour
No reeistration materials will
Europe while junior representative until Wednesday, Feb. 20. ’l’o add
Marilyn Cox has dropped school a c011rtiC, students must add the he accepted after Friday. Feb. 22.
course to their No. 2 card, sign
The last day to add a course
for the semester.
Interested students may apply at in with the class, and secure the is Wednesday, Feb. 20. The last
day to drop a course is Friday.
the Student Union ASB offices. instructor’s signature.
The student must have an overall
In order to tire) a VOLIINP, stu- March 1.
Payment Schedule:
2.25 grade point average to be dents must return the class card
Feb. 18 8-4 & 5-8 p.m.
eligible.
to their instructor and obtain his Monday
Feb. 19 8-4 & 5-8 p.m.
Tuesday
The council will officially act on signal u re.
Wednesday Feb. 20 8-4 p.m.
the resignations at their meeting
The adviser’s signature mist acThose students who have classes
Wednesday and replacement apthe student’s packet at on Wednesday or Thursday nights
company
plications will be screened by a
payment time.
only may pay their fees:
council committee.
Payment of fees may be made Wednesday Feb. ’20 5-8p.m.
The committee recommendations
Feb. 21 5-8 p.m
1Thursday
at MOITI, I iailey
are subject to council api»,sval.

;

Numbers May Differ, But Registration Remains the Same
CONCENTRATION

CLASS CLOSED?

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

1.1101)

.11)IS

it. Luek"If we’re .
roan said. "se should bring it right
up to stanotant." But the problem
facing the Board. he said. was
, whether the building should be
fixed,
Dr. Wahlquist said that the ivyeovered structure should be repaired. "In the ten years that I
have been at San Jose." he said.
"nothing has caused more excitement than the possibility 1 ha t
Tower Hall might be destroyed."
"It’s sacred." Wahlquist said.
"The al 11111111 lose it. It’s a s2,mta it
4,1 the college"
The board made no decision on
the Tower Friohn, but asked the
Chancellor’s office to study an existing report by the Division of
Architecture about the building’s
srofety and retell back as soon as

Special Notice
to Seniors
Only
900 yearbooks
left
Do you have yours?
If not better
hurry down to

TH 16
We expect to be
sold out early in
March ...

FINAL FIGURES aren’t available yet, but thousands of SJS
students, new and old, filed through registration lines last Thurs.
d.ay and Friday
as the spring semester got under way. Registration for Thursday
alone climbed to 11,685. The first day of registration during the
fall semester saw 10,000 students register. A
Year ago 9.000 students
registered the first day. Despite the

numbers, the scenes seemed to be much the same. Long, long
lines wound around Tower Hall, reached the bookstore, crept
through the journalism building and hit Seventh Street. In the
men’s and women’s gyms more long lines formed as students
waited to pick up the priceless class cards that admitted them
to a desired class. Another familiar sight were the crowds of
students busily writing, filling out the numerous cards in the

reserve book room of the library, in Morris Dailey Auditorium
and on the lawn. Yet another well known sight were the looks of
panic and disappomtment when an instructor said those fateful
words, -I’m sorry, that class is closed.- But, as in past semesters,
Spartans survived the ordeal of lines and closed classes and made
preparations to meet the challenges of the new semester.
Ph5i. s by Sal ,

’63 LA TORRE
11).‘,.

The price ID re.
Olt to $6.75 on
February 21

Monday, Feb. 11, 1963

2-0PARTAN DAILY

Promise and Potentiality
A college student facing a new semester is like a new -horn
.ertain. but
babv, full of promise aml potentiality, semen hat
read) for grolvth and knowledge about himself and his entin for the student and the
vironment. The succeeding
infant will mean changes and challenges to his way of life
and the possibilities for growth and development in the
future.
At the beginning of a new semester it seems traditional
? What
to ask. "What is the meaning of a college edits.
should its goal be?" It’s almost like asking. -What is the
meaning of life?" It’s an entirely personal thing. Ask ten
different people any of the above questions, and ten different,
but not necessarily conflicting, answers will be the result.
some persons will say a college education means the mere
acquisition of knowledge. Others will say it entails growth
and maturity. still others will declare that the two answers
are snonyinona, one resulting in the other.
Man) students will ask themselves this important question with the semester full!, underway now. For some it will
be for the first time, as they think four years into the future.
For others. reminiscing over four years in the past, it will be a
final examination of the question.
What, then, is the meaning or purpose of a college education? We wish to repeat the idea that, like most situations
in life, it is whatever the individual wishes it to be. It can
be a way to knowledge and understanding. It can be a time
of growth and development. It should be a time of serious
questioning, of probing, of seeking answers and of careful
thought and planning.
Much of what a person does in his college career sets the
pattern for future work and activities.
I:sually. ifs customary to once again remind the student
of the merits of careful and conscientious study. We feel,
however. that such reminders are not called for, and not
because there is no worth or value in them. But by the time
an individual reaches college, lie should be well aware of
their value. Reminders would seem unnecssary.
If an individual does not realize the merits of such things,
it may be seriously doubted that he belongs in college at all.

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
Across From the Library
on 4th and San Fernando

Peter, Paul, Mary
Tickets Available
"Good" seats are still available
for "An Evening with Peter,
Paul and Mary" Saturday. according to the Student Affairs
Business Office in TH16.
All tickets, sold on a reserved
basis, are priced at $1.50 and

Ceramic Exhibit
Opens Today
In Art Gallery
Considered by many to be the
most important exhibition held
in the San Jose area, the First
National Invitational Ceramic
Exhibition will be at the College
Art Gallery starting today until
March 6 for the public’s and
student’s enjoyment.
The exhibition has been organized by two &TS art professors, Dr. Robert C. Fritz and
Leonard G. Stanley, and represents work by the leading ceramists of the nation.
Each ceramic master’s individual philosophies will be refleeted by divergent trends of
oxidation and reduced fired
stoneware, decorated ceramic
forms, sculptures, earthenware
pots and bowls, porcelain ware,
brilliantly glazed works, and
laminated glass.
Statements by the exhibiting
artists discussing their methods,
techniques, and expressive purposes will be included with their
works.
Concurrent with the above

$2.50. The performance is slated
for 8:30 p.m. at the San Jose
Civic Auditorum.
Peter, Paul and Mary are, according to their own description,
"a cosmopolitan group." Mary
(Mary Allin Travers) is a Kentuckian. Paul (Paul Stookey)
grew up in Michigan and Peter
Peter Yarrow got off his start
right where the others joined
him in New York.
A man named Al Grossman
pulled the three together. He
found blonde, languid Mary at
she’d given up
the typewriter
singing after a brief Broadway
stint in Mort Sahl’s ill-fated
"Mr. President." Paul was doing
stand-up comic routines in
Greenwich Village. Peter was
already in harness as a single.
And they veer to songs seldom
performed by other troubadors.
Their newest record, a disc titled
"Movin.." involves such out of
the way offerings as "A Soalin"
and "Old Coat" which they’re
fast turning into hits,
will be a show of paintings and
collages by Keith Martin, whose
work has been shown previously
at the San Francisco Museum of
Art and other galleries across
the nation.
His recent commissions include the designing of costumes
for the American Ballet "The
Bat" at the Metropolitan Opera
and costumes for the Ballet Caravan of New York City.
The Art Gallery, located in the
Art Department Building, is
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. week-

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39c
King Size Hamburger
"A Meal In Itself"

Dresses
Blouses
Sweaters
Skirts
Bermudas
Tapered Slacks

39c
Juicy Hot Dogs

ii

13c

Vaughn’s
121 So. Fourth

Every Sunday

(across from the Library)
---

S

:

On Used Text Books
Prices
in
San Jose
Lowest
The
$

$
$

MO
$

Student Book Enchange

The San Jose Youth Symphony
used the San Jose State facilities to perform their second free
concert yesterday.
The main soloist, a 16-year-old
pianist from Lincoln High
School, is a student of Dr. John
Delevoryas, associate professor
of music at SJS.
AID TO EDUCATION
WASHINGTON (UPIIState
legislatures across the nation appropriated $1.8 billion in tax
funds for higher education during 1962-1963, the Joint Office
of Institutional Research reported.
The amount represents an increase of 24 per cent over a
two-year period.
State-by-state gains ranged
from 75 per cent in New York
to 5 per cent in Louisiana. Appropriations declined in two
statesAlabama (1.5 per cent )
and Montana 1.5 per cent), the
report said.
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Creamery

s

9 A.M. to 4 P.M.

STU
DEMONSTRATING their ability with the traditional folk singing
instruments, five -string banjo, guitar, and string bass, the Lime.
lighters will be one of the featured groups on the KSJS "Folk
Sampler" program this evening. The college -owned FM radio
station will be dedicated at 4:30 today and will maintain a four.
hour, five -day -a -week broadcasting schedule.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
’TIL
FEB. 22nd
WITH CASH REGISTER RECEIPT

says:
"We serve quality food at

YOU PAY LESS CASH WHEN YOU BUY

$

TENNIS SHOES
From

29To 79
We carry a cornple.
top and hind,
All sizes in. Women’s t N & M
Headquarters for
CONVERSE & CHUCK
TAYLOR MODELS

439 SO. FIRST ST.
Downtown San Jose

Open Monday, Thursday,
& Friday Nights Til 9

§en’SNO0 8147"1"
7TOW N E CY
3060
1433 The Alameda
"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
w,th Marcella Mastroianni . . best
actor award Italian Critics Film
Festival,

400 South First St.
The original uncut Italian
version of
"BOCCACCIO 70"

COFFEE SHOP
7th and Sae* e Clara
San Jose

$$$$$$$$$$$$$

"TAPAS BUM"
Yul Brynner
Tony Curtis

lowest possible prices. Try our
fine food today!"

Crystal Creamery

CI 8-

,

end
Manager Howard

Unit

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

"THE PIDGEON THAT
TOOK NOME"
Charlton Hston

40

DISCI

AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

’formerly Mayfair’
1191 E. Santa Clara St.
Phew CY 3-8406

Right in Front of Morris Dailey Auditorium
All This Week
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Youth Symphony

Crystal

Npita Phi Omega National Service Fraternity
RP

The first of a 13 part piogram
series called the "Folk Sampler"
will begin tonight on the college’s own radio station, KSJS,
at 5:30.
According to Tony Hyman, the
program’s host, tonight’s series
will be "a college of folk songs
to introduce the following
shows."
Attempting to be a tracer of
the ballad through history, each
week’s program will have an
emphasis. For example, Emphasis Blues. Hyman will start with
the origin of the Blues, carry it
through African variations, the
"field holler" and on to the urban or city sophisticated blues
of today.
This evening’s show will ininclude such selections as the
Limelighters with "Charlie the
Midnight Marauder," Josh White
with "I’m Going to Move to the
Outside of Town," and Oscar
Brand with his satire "The Sunday School."
Hyman said that the first several programs will be devoted to
giving the listener an over-all effect of what will be featured
during the semester. Following
programs will be detailed around
a specific theme.
"But I’m trying to keep it balanced," stressed I lyman.

9ifis

Spattanaity
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THE LIMELIGHTERS

KSJS To Begin
13-Part Series,
’Folk Sampler’

"BARABBAS"
and
"ADVISE & CONSENT"

SARATOGA VV21,
14502 Big Basin Way
"GREAT EXPECTATIONS
^^4
"JUNGLE FIGHTERS

396 South First
"WHO’S GOT THE ACTION"
Hilarious new comedy
just reloesed
with
Dean Martin

TROPICA IRE
NORTH SCREEN
"SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS"
"PEYTON PLACE’
"ELMER GANTRY
SOUTH SCREEN
"IT’S ONLY MONEY"
Jerry I
"BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY

Take a study break -Go to a movie
tonight!
vow*

iforlahL9L_DE

iing
me.
Folk
idio

Vienna Boys
Sing Tonight
In San Jose

DISCOVERIES
131 syady
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as the earth alai the sun.- R. It. Emerson
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of intentions: I propose to use this column to tell
A statement
reader of anything worth seeing or hearing or reading. Above
remember that this is one wornan’s opinion. At times you’ll
c’est la vied
My say an uneducated one . .
Nest week, Tuesday at 3:30, in the Concert Hall, the well San Francisco, Walter Keane, will be showing
’n artist from
drawings and paintings. Lithographs of some will he on sale.
The Keanes are noted for their paintings of children but no
paint, it has large eyes. This is explained by Mr.
atter what they
expression of humanity seeking the riddle of life. It
eane a.s an
asking "Why?" not How or What or When.
as if each is
Keane feels that "an artist must be responsible to his environthe times in which he lives. If he looks deep into
ent and reflect
sow of the very young, he wouldn’t need a road -map to make
to the crossroads of the past and those of
choice when he comes
future."
Mr. Keane paints "because I must , .. that old inner urge is
re. My brush continually discovers new things."

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

WALTER KEANE, sponsored by the Associated Women Students, will be on campus next Tuesday with a sampling of his
famous paintings and drawings. Above he is shown drawing his
"Chlidren of Hong Kong" sketch. All students and faculty are
invited to attend, starting at 330 in Concert Hall.
-,--,41,4,1r.

See us for all your bakery needs.
Wedding

cakes, party pastries,
cokes and pies.

birthday
Son Jose’s finest independent
bakery

our.

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply

Co.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8.1212

2 blocks from campus
CV 2-6880

University Dames
Meet Tonight at 8
Wives of
men students
and married
students
are invited to attend the
versity Dames’ first social c’ it
of the spring semester tonight
at 8 in the cafeteria.
Guest speaker for the event
will be a representative from
Jerry’s Interiors. He will present ideas and material samples for decorating apartments
or hornes.

Choir Boys will
Its’ at ttie San Jose Chic Auditorium tonight on their 19th
tour of the U.S.
These 22 boys, forming a
highly trained choir established
nearly 500 years ago, will be
performing in 59 other cities.
Their program will open with
religious selections, followed by
an operetta with some of the
boys changing from their traditional sailor suits to highheeled shoes, dresses and wigs
for an excursion into make-believe and high jinks.
The concert will end with a
set of familiar Viennese waltzes
and Austrian folk songs.
The choir boys, aged 8 to 14,
study at the Seminary School
in Vienna for two years before
they are permitted to go on
t our.
Tickets for the concert are
available at Wendell Watkins
Box Office, 81,1 S. First St., today and at the Civic Auditorium box office before the evening performance. Phone orders
will be accepted.

Ili Auto
Insurance Savings Announced

Women and marr,m1 men orotr
2057$ loss $12 dividend, or net
of $66 (based on current 16 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25: 8252 less $40 dividend. or a net
of $212.
$10/20,000 Bodily Iniury Liability: 50,000
Property Damage and 000 Medical
Payments. Other coverages at comparable sayings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a
year. Call or writ* for full information to George Campbell,
Clifurnia Casualty, 111115 The
AMmeda, S.J. 244.1600,
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’Swing’ with Spring
Is spring here or is )-.,)).),
Who would ever believe that
this is the month of Februarys’ 1:.it iiiis "unusual" weather at the
time of this writing it was still beautiful) is just what we need
It will get the spring "hustle" season off to an early start and make
life much easier for a struggling society editor.
I feel that this first column should be dedicated to alefleOlif.
or something so I have chosen that illustrious group called "first
semester female freshmen."
Already this cluster has probably heard the word "hustle" a
thousand times. I looked it up in my trusty Webster’s dictionary
and found it means: "To shake together In confusion, to push or
crowd or to work energetically."
Somewhere along the line the word has gained et/notations so
check with your new "anomie’ before leaving.
AWS GETS UNDER WAY
Attention freshmen coeds AND all other female students at
State! The Associated Women Students is hasing its first meeting
of the semester tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 in the College Union’s
Women’s Lounge. Also if you’re interested in AWS positions, applications may ix. picked tip at thc CI’

ALL SALES ARE
GUARANTEED ’TIL
GEORGE’S BIRTHDAY
FEB. 22nd THAT IS

AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

I DON’T BELIEVE IT!

SAVE 25/s ON USED BOOKS
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REFUND POLICY
FULL REFUND WITH
RECEIPT DURING FIRST
TWO WEEKS OF
SCHOOL
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CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 EAST SAN FERNANDO
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
FULL LINE OF NEW BOOKS, ART SUPPLIES AND ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
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Intentions in Art and Prose

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

Monday. Feb. 11, 1963
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Impressions of Kroeger Trial;
Ilexellent: Says Reporter

11, 1963

Racial Strife Small
At Memphis State U.
Sv sirK%

fiLottiM.t’s,

UPD -MEMPHIS, Tend
Only a two-hour drive separates
Memphis State University from
the neighboring University of
Mississippi but the two schools
are more than three years apart
in their handling of the explosive
racial question. .
Eight Negro students were admitted quietly to Memphis State
in the fall of 1P59. Now about
130 Negroes stroll the halls and
,tungle in classrooms with white
T udents.
Inaccurate tc

RENT A BIKE
For weekday or weekend pleasur
ssorted speed b.kes available

BUY A BIKE
2, 3, 10. 15 speed biks.
10 tpeed low as $69.95

OR GANDER
At the finest array of biks
in all Santa Clara County
10-SPEED BIKES FOR RENT
FINEST IN SALES AND SERVICE

PAUL’S CYCLES
CV 3-9766

1435 The Alameda

isirt no tension exists here, but
what there is of it is mostly
below the surface. And it is
nothing compared with the rioting and violent demonstrations
that marked the enrollment of
Negro James Meredith at the
University of Mississippi less
than 100 miles away.
"I don’t like Negroes going to
school here but I can’t do any-thing about it." was a typical
comment from one of several
.Mississippi students at Memphis
State. "All we can do is make
the best of it."
Many white students appear
indifferent to their Negro classmates. "They leave me alone and
I don’t
I leave them alone
care whether they go to school
here." said a pretty Memphis
co-ed.
Last May, Luthern McClellan,
21. became the first Negro to
graduate from Memphis State,
finishing with a C-plus average.
"At first there was a lot of
tension." said McClellan. one of
the eight who broke the color
barrier in 1959. We were being
tested. No one bothered us -they just ignored us. We like to
think that we passed the test
with our fellow students, and
that the majority of them don’t
pay much attention to color
now,"

USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK IN TOWN
(AND NEW VALENTINES DAY GIFTS TOO!!)

GET YOURS NOW AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR
AUTOMATIC

TRANSMISSION

SEALS INSTALLED
$35.00 on most cars

TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL
$75.00 most makes of cars

ENGINE OVERHAUL
$75.00 and up

ENGINE TUNEUP

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE

IV CAROL lol%%P.NSI.N;
She walked with an overly pronounced limp and he stared

By GEORGE MARTIN

Into the Cloister
With Gun and Camera

/95-6 559

These are two characteristics
that stand out in my memory
after recently seeing my first

IVit

Because the defendants were
so close that I could almost touch
them, their
noted.

every move was

It V STARE:

My keen, rational mind examined the situation in the cold’
light of logic. "We’re just helping them move in," it said. "Classes
haven’t started yet. That d---- door is kind of a-jar."

My

The living room was furnished in "Contemporary American
Lawn," a style which has been very much in vogue in San Jose
recently. The primary feature of the trend is furniture wound from
welded coat -hanger wire, spruced up just a touch with naugahyde
cushions.
A quick glance at the kitchen revealed a small but adequate looking facility, and then a trip down the hall put me in front of
one of the apartment’s two bathrooms. I had time for only the
thought that for six coeds, at least seven bathrooms would he the
absolute minimum for subsistence level living, when I entered the
bedroom with my load of clothes.
Two beds were positioned against opposite walls. In their
infinite wisdom, the building’s designers had figured out that girls
naturally are smaller than boys and had planned the width of the
beds accordingly. The clever devils also had figured out that by
eliminating box springs, drawers could be built into the side of
the bed, creating new storage space.
"Pretty neat, huh?" said lovely young lady No. 2 as we left.
"Pt-’?
" I replied, my mind exultant that great architecture
had not
wets all, died with Frank Lloyd Wright.

Symphony Offers
Premiere Friday
Peter
<- mphory
3" will sc highlighted in the
program of the San Jose Symphony Orchestra concert Friday
evening.
Held in the Cis ie Auditorium.
the Symphony will also perform
the vet lure to "Der Freischutz"
by Weber and the Concerto for
Violin and Orchestra by Brahms.
Peter IVIennin is the present
Director of Juilliard’s School of
Musk: and was formerly with
the Peabody Institute. His symphony should be modernist.,
he is noted for not being I.-,
voted to the 12 tone system
also emphasizes the percuss,/ t.
rh the orchestra.
David Abel will be the gtic.’
violinist for the Brahms Csin;prin. Abel, hailing front San
Francisco, has been playing professionally for seven years and
because he is only in his me:
twenties. is the idol of mans
young mustrian,. He is renowned
fol his youthful ItuoyaneN
ama/ing techniques with this %v..
lin.

athe"BtinTAit’teterep’ne:
titt.sti:Cfnirdtsfledfrnmarbil.Various wire
senitt
To give the trial even
morl
flavor, True Detective
magiglii
Istelssent,t, api,,nktahneit.ist:e;;:..,,rite,

Ralph Kroeger. They

dred and Jay Arneson In a trial
that is entering its fifth week.
Once having been employed by
the Oakland Tribune, I was enabled to enter through the "back
door" and observe the trial from
the press angle. And was I glad
to be among the privileged few
who didn’t have to struggle with
the blood -thirsty spectators!

Being naturally handsome, strong and manly fellows of good
cheer, as the young ladies had assured us we were, my roommate
and I had been elected to help in the moving operation. Only one
obstacle stood in the way of an afternoon of cheerful labor that
big glass door with that big black sign, ominous and brooding in
the dull glare of the February sun.

I began my climb up the outside stairs, noticing that the drop
from the first floor landing to the ground was only about four
feeteasily enough for an enterprising Spartan coed.
I chortled softly to myself as my mind wandered. spinning :1
dream of my owning staggering numbers of approved apartment
housesthrown together from odds and ends of stapled -on plywool
and earning magnificent amounts of money on two-semester contract exclusively, thank you.
arrival at the third floor jarred me from my reverie, and
I entered a long, narrow hall, the floor of which was done in the
ubiquitous textured concrete. A thought of all the poor, unemployed linoleum and tile layers in San Jose slipped into my mind,
but I brushed it off as I entered the Inner Sanctumthe apartment itself.

and

Accused trunk murderess Iva
is just as she’s reported to be
except that her limp makes her
look much shorter than her 60inch stature. She listens intently
to each witness until she hear,.
,omething she doesn’t likt I itt
t will either shout an intriTtlii-

The faces of these reporter’
are not unknown to
sh
rewarded a Chrnniele
repmpi
the day I was there With
sto
v,plriTtilthltiesent.arisalt i4e.node,1 at ie.::: I shhee

IVA KROEGER
. . . Bood
that
don’t look back at her
is, unless site’s looking elsewhere.
Ralph, the "forgotten man"
and co-defendant in this well publicized trial, appears as a

Valentines Have
More Variety
NEW YORK I UPI I
Fire
engines, coin banks, spinning
wheels and word games are
among the eombination gilt greetings for the younger -t’l
featured in valentine ("arils thi,
year.
And while the WIN are making their selectitins iiir their favorite small fry among the thleedimensional doll houses and military periscopes, the moppets
themselves will be busy exchanging those traditional penny valentines with schoolmates.
The four-room doll house, as
Hallmark design for 1963, is a
colorful book card which opens
to receive living room, dining
room and kitchen furniture and
a family of three
all stuidy
paper and cardboard cutouts.
Another popular cutout
year features a nurse’s cap,
scription cards, tongue blades,
"thermometer" and even heart shaped candy pills in a plastic
tootle.

Give Your
Cara
Home on
Campus!
-- Special Offer! --F tsr monthly parking

$1.00 OF

rah, nervous man who
tent to impassively stare
off Ir.
space instead of
walehinv
witnesses. Ile only moves
to
his wife’s chair in or to
when she’s having orte
of la
tantrums_
TREE DETECTIVE
The KrOCgDT MUITier
trial i

are being tried for the murders
of Santa Rosa motel owners Mil-

I was standing on the front porch of one of San Jose’s newest
approved apartment houses for women, an imposing three-story
edifice sporting large brushed aluminum letters spelling out the
name of San Jose’s largest housing monop--er empressario. Upstairs,
two lovely young lady friends of mine were moving into their new
apartment, and outside a dusty Ford was bulging at the seams
with the scrillions of things young girls need for sustenance in the
college environment.

The voice of lovely young lady No. I came floating from the
third floor balcony: "Hurry up. you two!" The decision was mad,.
two steps and the Rubicon was forever behind me-- I was inside.

Her reaction to the jury is another story. To them she displays a pert, motherly smile as
she watches them. But they

murder trial. I’m describing the
main attractions at the trial

Sweat beaded out onto the taut muscles of my forehead, nuiking the nosepieces of my glasses slide down my nose and the earpieces begin their inexorable climb off of my ears as I stood there
transfixed in the doorway. In my arms was a large bundle of
dresses and skirts, and in front of me was a formidable looking
glass portal, emblazoned with the stirring slogan: "No Male Allowed
Beyond This Door."

with
She presentation of this ad.

at 4:30 p.m. and the kieezel
prepared to leave. After posii,
for pictures and letting the
spa
tutors stare, one risiatmer shetp
ed, "Have a nice weekend.
It/
To this she smiled is if het
tional fan club was in attendant
and limped off to her lad
oil

HAVE CONTACT LENSES...
BUT DON’T
WEAR THEM?
birds
wear their
contact
lenses

smart

maybe we can

help you,

1t four Ness

123 South Third St
The I A miart liens tenter
loot ‘TT.
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ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES

YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A Complete Line of N.aionally Advertised Products

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Phonographs
Hi-Fi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

No Money Down A Year To Pay

tIst: offer good with one advertisement only
GIVE YOUR CAR A HOME ON CAMPUS AT BREHM BROS., DIRECTLY KITTYCORNER TO SAN JOSE STATE’S LIBRARY WHERE .

FREE
PARKING

A PARKING PLACE IS RESERVED FOR YOU
For only $10" per month
Inside Parking
Engine Repairing

Imbrication

Oil Ehangc

65 So,
First St.

&dim gro4.
I

Y 2 43in
28 Volley Fair
I II
1040

I )1

New Books
gEE how you
Used Books
gAVE I
Robert’s Book Co.
at . . .

Open all day
Saturday

I !S6 S. FIRST STREET

at the floor with downcast eyes.

twit or else the sAlinesc, .in isv
stare that resembles a "hex."

Open

Every

on 4th across from the Library

9

Night

Richards Announces
Book Talk Titles
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Suicides Take Heavy Toll
Among Japanese People

Silt!)’’ -The I it vii talk on May ’12 will
Book talks I or the
hlight Robert ff. Edmonds’ reor will resume Wednesday:, Vet
ow of two books. Edmonds, as27. aemrding to Dr. Marion E sstant
professor of economics will
Riehards, associate pmfessor 1,1 review "The
Capitalists Manifesto"
coordinator
of the by Louis 0. Kelso and "The
Englkh and
New
Capitalists" by Mortimer .1. Adler.
Copies of the book talk books
or. Harold J. DeBey. associate
professor of chemistry. will review may be checked out front the liRachel Carson’s "Silent Spring," brary for one week.
Students and faculty are invited
for the first review at 12:30 in
to attend the weekly reviews.
rooms A and B of the Spartan

Cafeteria.
The following week, "Stalin’s
Failure in China" by Conrioi
Brandt will be reviewed by Lir
Amos Perlmutter, assistant proftssor of political science.

By CHARLES R. SMITH

I Hut there has been no slackening
Almost eeryl of the rate of self-destroetion.
E%ery 30 minutes somebody dies
and ,
Japanese schoolboy knows
by his own hand in Japan. For
[loves- the tale of the 47 Bonin
every three who succeed, two fail
It is a story of mass suicide. 47
Some who succeed are frustratwho
warriors
brave
Samurai
ed lovers. Some are disappointed
slashed their stomachs in true
St udents.
hare kin i fashion and died without
Some take their lives because
[ flinching at the orders of the of
financial troubles. Some want
Tokugawa Shogun more than two
to end their existence because of
and a half centuries ago.
[crippling injuries.
This was Japan’s most famous ;
Some are like the teen-age high
mass suicide. It is recorded in his- school girl who killed herself
betory hooks and has been the basis’ cause she could not
get rid of
for hundreds of stories, plays and ;pimples that spotted her face.
movies.
;
Some are like Mitsuri Sasagawa
On Aug. 22. 1945. a week after
Sasagawa was 21 when he died.
World War II ended with Japan’s He was studying hind for the
defeat, 10 members of the ultra- tough entrance examinations that
nationalist Japan Productive Party Japanese students face when seeksat in a circle on the ground in ing entry into the major colleges.
downtown Tokyo. As they chanted IHe had failed twice. He was studytheir apologies to Emperor Hiro- ing every spare moment.
hito for losing the war and bring- ;
His father, Koei Sasagawa. told
ing humiliation to him and the , his son to rest and not study so
nation they pulled pins from hand hard when the youth complained
grenades and blew themselves to ;,f the eonstant noise of a pile
bits.

driver at a constow
their home.

TOKYO i UPI

25 Women

Signed by

March 13’s review will feature
Laurence It. Birn’s ret.iew of Thor stein Veblen’s "Higher Learning in
America."
A most unusual review has been
slated for March 27 when Di
Alpha Phi Omega, men’s nationArturo Fat lien, professor philosoal service fraternity on clunpus,
phy, reviews his book "Art and
has recently demolished a tradiExistent lel ism."
"Values in Psycho Therapy" the Bon. The San Jose State chapter

Fraternity

Charlotte Buhler will be reviewed
by Dr. Robin J. Clyde, personnel
counselor, April 3.
Taking the reviewing stand on
April 17 will he Dr. Thomas C.
Esselstyn. professor of sociology,
review John Steinbeck’s
ii h.. %kill
"The Vinter of Our Discontent."
Dr. William 0. 7oller, associate
professor of English. will review
Fred Cook’s "The Warfare State"
on April 24.
The final month of hook talks
will begin with Dr. Harold M.
Hodges’ review of Daniel Boorstin’s "Amelica and the Image of
Europe." Dr. Hodges is associate
professor of sociology.
"American Poetry: 1915-1960,"
edited by Donald Allen and "New
Poets of England and America"
edited by Hall and Pack, will be
reviewed by Melvin %V. La Follette,
assistant professor of English.
May S.
Maria de Jesus’ "Child of the
Dark" will be reviewed by Mrs.
Margaret L. Sumner. instructor in
sociology, on May 15.
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Grad Student’s
Sculpture Stolen
By Campus Thief

bi now open to women.
This new development egyne
about quite by accident according
to A Phi 0 president, John Graham. "We were signing up men
for membership during orientation
week last semester when many women students students stopped by
the booth."

Above is the piece of sculpture
taken from the Audio -Visual
Center last week.

’Second Greatest’
Phineas T. Barnum, the circus-

Less than a week later, three
man whose shows thrilled millions,
wives of these victims went to
once said the view from the toP the same spot and shot themselves
A I4 -inch high brass and copper
of Mt. Washington in New Hemp- to death
sculpture valued at approximately
What started out as a joke endshire was "the second greatest
There have been no more such
ed in serious business as twenty- $50 was stolen recently from the shom on earth.mas, suicide; in Japan these days
campus Audio Visual Center,
five coeds were signed up.
The new women’s auxiliary was cording to its owner, SJS gradual,
organized during the fall semester , student Peter Teneau.
with a constitution written and!
The piece, which was done as it
advisers assigned.
part. of a graduate study project
In the fall semester the men and
in metal sculpture, had been left
women (.4 A Phi 0 helped to build;
the homecoming bonfire, aided in at the center to be photographed

the Homecoming queen elections
I and the Thanksgiving Turkey Trot.
Alpha Phi Omega is currently.
:
sponsoring a book exchange in:
front of Morris Dailey Auditorium.:
During the first week of classes
the fraternity will interview students interested in joining at the
book exchange.

for the Art Department. "As far
as we know," Teneau told Spartan
Daily Friday," the piece was stolen
sometime last Friday morning."
Teneau said that a witness had
said that the sculpture had been
in the building early in the morning, but when he had gne to pick
it up in the afternoon it was gone.
Teneau is anxious to get the
sculpture back, as it is an important part of his graduate work. Infti motion concerning the piece
7,44;:c;
lit’i.tion.1 lit him it

Yamamoto Named
Cultural Committee
Acting Chairman

just
think
of it.

S.IS

-,:,,o

George

the

Yamamoto

"acting chairman’.

l, Itet.ii mimed

Inter-Cultural

Steering

,mmittee t ICSCN, following the
resignation of
and
graduation
,

you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
with just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

Chairman Nani Rao. A permanent
ch a irm an is to be appointed
through

"interviewing channels."

According to Yamamoto, the
agenda for Wednesday’s 2:30 p.m.
meeting in the College Union in ’lutes consideration of a budget
ii appointment of three standin,t.
I nil! tee chairman in addition to
t lie appointment of a pernianent
chairman for the ICSC.
Students interested in participat log in the ICSC may register in

FIRST AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

I he r.ilirri.71.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

I

One day the youth ru.stul (slit side and raced dovn the street.
nefore anyone knew what he was
doing or could stop him. young
Sasagawa thrust his head under
the pile driver. which crushed his
skull like an eggshell.
Some of the suicides are like
24 -year-old Shigesaki Asano, of
a small town in Archi Prefecture.
Despondent because of his poor
health. Ak.itnIs smashed a window
in a Nagoya television tower and
leaped to his death.
Some who try hut fail are like
22-year-old Shoji Urnekawa.
frustrated movie and television
actor Umekawa took an overdose
of sleeping pills. A friend found
him before it was too late.
Like sin many of those who succeed. Umekawa’s reason for wanting to end his ,iwn life was unrequited love.
(Continued en [’ago. St

I DREAM’T
I ATE A
TICO’S TACO
ON THE MOON

SENIORS

toy
don
h.,
,,t1e1,,,
.3
mat fir out to get a
TiC0.6 Taco or one of the many
other spicy dishes ;silt maim a
right turn off Santa Clara Blvd .
go down three blocks and you’re
tovi,

Don’t overlook career possibilities in cycles and megawatts!
Electric utility power engineering offers a breath of
training in the profession and ample opportunity to ultimately enter the management field.
Representatives of the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District will be on campus Monday, February 18 to discuss
several openings in our Engineering and Operating Departments.
Interested seniors are invited to arrange for an appointmeat.
SEE COLLEGE PLACEMENT SERVICE

Tice:o
4th and St. James

ALL REQUIRED
BOOKS & SUPPLIES

(A LARGE SELECTION OF VALENTINE’S DAY GOODIES TOO!)

ARE NOW AVAILABLE

AT

BARGAIN PRICES
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3-D

7;/C- brporcAiti/kt_
236 S. First

Street.

294-2695
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GUARANTEED SALES

AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus
P.S. DON’T FORGET YOUR FAVORITE,
VALENTINES DAY IS THIS THURSDAY
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Lincoln Kimura
Hired by 49ers
!.illOtra.
Lineoln
air ,..
served San Jose s’
n..
teams for 14 yea,-head trainer of the S..0 Fran,
49ers last wee!’.
Kimura replaces Henry gehmidt.’
who retired at the conclusion of’
the 1962 season. Kimura has been;
assisting the 19ers since 1954 in
,unitner training and Ilona- games.
line will conclude his duties en
the campus on July 1, at which
time a replacement will he appointed. Several canclitiates are
now being iatereiewed for Kimura’s positimn
iik,,thk spurt trainer

To the
tIfte

V011

lore . . .
If you care enough
a portrait by
1;:itirti
Special Student Rates

;-.11)50
.78 S. 2tail .St.

At] OS=
C,ored mon

Open Thur.

CU 9

gaity

sports

:ed from San Jose State in
,ind then proceeded to obtain
:naster’s degree from Stanford
CtIlVelNity in 1952.

Fishback, Neff, Moody
Named Track Captains

Selected as president of the Pa Coast Athletic Trainers Assn

Jeff Fishback has been named
cop! am if the 1963 track team at
a recent track and field meeting.
Joe Neff and Ed Moody were
named by their teammates as macaptains of the freshman squad.
Fishback was a leading member
!of last swing’s squad and this
year’s championship cross country
team. Fishback ran the two-mile,
5000 meters and steeplechase last
spring. During the Spartans regular season he turned in times of
9:03.2 in the two-mile, 14:32.8 in
the 5000 and 9:03.9 in the steeplechase.
LING KIMURA
1 Neff is one of the top freshman
. . . now with 49ers ;distance runners in the nation this
year. He had the second best twoin 1956. Kimura is now acting as mile time in national cross country competition at 9:21.2.
-...11..lary of the association.
Moody was one of the top spa jot tairrently. he is a member of the
Professional Advancement Com- era in high school last year. He
mittee of the National Athletic !tied the high school record in the
180-yard low hurdles with a time
Trainers Assn.
lof 18.3. He had a top time of 9.6
in the 100, a tenth of a second off
Loves Football
1 the high school record. He also
(’I !WAG( ,I ’I’l -- Linebacker ! turned in a 20.7 in the 220.
Also named at the meeting were
ar Leel.1 e of the Chicago
,..rs just can’t get enough of five track commissioners to act
ball. Leclerc wilt be an assot- IS liason hictween the athletes and
the
ant coach at...Trinity,
Ii’ was named for the
lege spring workouts.

sprints, Ron Davis for distance
events, Jim Shankle for huidles,
Barry Rothman for throwing
events and Lester Bond for the
jumItine events.

Half-Milers
Enter SJS
Two of the top junior college
half-milers in the nation last year
have enrolled at San Jose State
for the spring semester. The two
880 stars are Jim Groothoff from
San Mateo College and Bill Sheue
from East Los Angeles J.C.
Gmotholf had the fourth best
time in the nation for junior college 880 men. He came in at 1:52.4
to place behind Ray Van Asten’s
1:48.6, Charles Oakley’s 1:15 and
Jim Undel wood’s 1:51.7.
The ninth best time was set by
Sheue who turned in a 1:54.1 last
year. The two runners will further
strengthen the Spartan cindermen
in the half mile event where Ben
Tucker has run 1:47.14. Jose Azevedo has posted a 1:51.3 and Mike
(II beau turned in a 1:50.1.

Freshman Tracksters Rated
Best Squad Ever Assembled
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This year’s freshman track tear::
is "potentially the greatest freshman team ever assembled at one’
says freshman coach Dean
.’.Ititer. "It is potentially greater
than last year’s SJS frosh squad
that won the national championship,"
The team has what Miller calls
"probably the greatest group of
freshmen weightman in the shool’s
history." This group is lead by
hamtner-thotwer Joe Alessandrini
the first hammer thrower at SJS
who "had seen a hammer lictor
he came here," Miller said.
Included in the weight events.
the weak point of last year’s squad,
;ire two javelin throwers who have
bettered 150 feet and two shotputters who have exceeded 50 feet
with the college shot. The javelin
men are Bob Akers and Jim Marsh,
while Ken Dunn and Richard I

Marks will handle the shot.
The big man for the Spartababes
will be Ed Moody, the national
high school record holder in the
180-yard low hurdles at 18.3. He
also has run the 100 in 9.6 and
the 220 in 20.7.
All that has to be said about the
distancemen is that they won the
freshman cross country champion -I
ships last year. Included will be
two freshman cross country AllAmericans, Joe Neff and Dick
I Eylton.

Playoffs

Tracksters To Represent SJS
At Indoor Invitational Meet
By JOHN HENRY
San Jose State will be well represented at the Golden Gate
tational Indoor Track Meet at the
Cow Palace in San Francisco Friday night.
Five of the members of the national champion cross country
team are entered: Danny Murphy.
Jeff Fishback, Ron Davis. Ben
Tucker and Jose Azevedo. The

Track Meeting
All nwitibers of the track
team must attend meetings
Tuesday and Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in Mt;201, according to
coach Bud Winter.

411,1111, ii, better Me
au i
four -minute barrier this year. It
Ii.’ does he 0 ill be the first
Negro in history to do so.
Murphy will go in the two-mile
iaent. Last year as it freshman he
set a new school frosh record of
905 in the event and is considered one of the outstanding
young distancemen in the U.S. He
was the leader of the Spartan cross
country team that took the national title. Miller feels that Murphy is "ready for a real effort."
The Spartans will have Azevedo
in the 880 where he ran a 1:51.3
last .t,,ar. He is the Brazilian recaid holder at 800 meter- Miller

Spartan Grapplers Tussle
With Stanford Wednesday

Spartans will also send a tulle and
two-mile relay team, a sprinter.
hurdler, half-miler and two-miler
in addition to the five named
Hoping to bounce hack from an which dropped their season log it.
2-3 in duel meet competition.
above.
unsuccessful southern CalifOrnia
The one bright spot of the south Fishback and Davis will com- road trip. San Jose State’s varsity
land jaunt was a convincing 19-ti
pete in the one-mile steeple- wrestling squad will journey to
triumph over ’wing Beach State,
chase, a new event Indoors. AcPalo Alto Wednesday evening to while both San ’,lege Slate and
cording to coach Dean Miller,
the Stanford UCLA pinned narrow setbacks on
both candidates for the steeple- match muscles with
the Spat tans.
chase in the Pan - American Indians.
Warren King, undefeated 1
The frosh teams of the two
Games and will he out to have
schools will open the action at 6.i pounder, was the only Slit .0u
impresshe times.
During the semester break coach I win all three matches, while Jim
This is the first time that the Hugh Mumby’s SJS nuttmen enH Noon, 177, and lain Araiii’sirn.
steeplechase has been run indoors. dined Iwo losses in three outings.’ heavyweight, VI:Pre virtorius
The water jump of the outdoor
course will be changed to a sawdust pit indoors. Fishback was
fourth in the AAU championships
last year and Davis was sixth in
the steeplechase. In the NCAA
championships Fishback was second and Davis fifth.
Tucker will be entered in the
mile event. According to Miller.
Tucker is ready to post an outstanding mile time. Originally he
had been entered in the 880, where1
he had the third best collegiate.
time last year at 1:47.8. San Jose
State track coach Bud Winter
asked that Tucker be entered in
the mile where three runners who
have bettered the four-minute harrier are set for the race.
Tucker ran a 1:03.6 mile last
year :aid is tonsidered tat iinVe

Art & Engineering
Supplies
Bargain Prices
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

T
LIE

10%
discount
to Art
Students

MONTREAL (UP!) The last
time the Montreal Ca n ad iens
failed to make the National Hockey League playoffs was back in
the 1947-48 season when they finished in fifth place.
-

At Home Losers
NEW YORK f UPI, The New
York Rangers lost more games at
home last season than any other
National Hockey League clot.
dropping 23 contests at Madison
Square Garden,

,s.. that Azevtato is in i,,
lor the meet.
The Spartans will have :motile,
entry in the &al in addition to
Azevedo. That runner, along with
the sprinter, hurdler and two-milet
will he selected at time trials.
Miller says that Joe Neff and John
Garrison probably will ht tie for
the two-mile spot.
’The Spartans hail their list esperienee with an indoor
a rot
track :it I’ .11
and, iiecordin
to Miller. "must have get it recoh.
for fourth places." Ile fed, that
this experience will ready the sp;,.
tan entries for the Golden Go,
:fleet

John
Olejnik*
says...

100
dkcount
to Art
Students
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Student
Bowling
3 lines $1.. anytime
35c a line after 6 p.m.
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week

OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY ’TIL 9

TRY our

STEAK

$1.35

DOWNTOWN
BOWL
375

W. Santa Clar

$9.

CV 411100

Where can a college man get
the most for his life Insurance
dollars?

A. From College Life Insurance
Company’s famous policy,
THE BENEFACTORI

0.

How come?

A. Only college men are Insured
by College Life and college
men are preferred risks.
Call me and I’ll Iva you a fill -In
on all nine of The Benefactor’s big
benefits. No obligation, of course.

*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1337
representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
. the only Company selling
prelusively to College Men
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Broncos Meet Gaels
Here Tomorrow Night
A battle of the tmbeatens will
night when
he evidenced tomorrow
invade San
the St. Mary’s Gaels
Jose’s Civic Auditorium to tussle
with the University of Santa Clara
far sole possession of the West
coast Athletic Conference leadership. Tip-off is set at 8:15.
Although the Dons of USF and
the Spartans of SJS are Mt!’ very
much in the running, the S.
mary’s-Santa Clara fray is certainly the key game at present, and
possibly the most important one
of the campaign.

In Its last WCAC effort Santa
Oars rolled over the Robertsonless Spartarus, 67-55, to push its
conference mark to 4-0. Previously, the Broncos romped over
Lay illi twice and Pepperdine
once In WCAC play.

It ,

at
1’1.4

’I’!,’

The usually high scoring Gaels
have racehorsed to league victorUniversity of Pacific, San
jet over
Jose State, Pepperdine and Loyola
in route to a 4-0 record.
Coach Dick Garibaldi’s Broncos
rely on the shooting and rebounding of their tall and talented front
line of Gene Shields, Joe Weiss and
Leroy Jackson. All three usually
hit in double figures, as does backcourt whiz Tim Cullen.
Shields (6-8), Weiss (6-71 and
Jackson 16-5’.4) are all seniors,
while Cullen and his running mate
Russ Vrankovich are juniors.
Santa Clara had an early season problem of lack of depth,

S Joe S
s
, Glorioso

custom barber
IS
114IYour hair cot EXACTLY IS
the way you waif it cut
$ Ivy League
* Crew Cut
Regular
till
also specialising is
S
woman’s haircuts
NEW LOCATION *
IS
571 E. Santa Clara
kill
tat 121,10
S{Closed Monday)

N.

Monday Feb IT 1983

but roass-h I:arils:MS found Ihe
remedy In
Meagher, John
Kelterer, Bruer Asch, Hager Jarowls and John Turner.
St. Mary’s mentor Mike Cimino
is still scrambling through the Gael
roster in an attempt to find a
suitable replacement for the injured Tom Sheridan.
Sheridan, a steady team player
who averaged 10 points a game in
route to making the all-WCAC second team last season as a junior,
will be sidelined for the remainder
of the year with an ankle injury.

However, as long as league
leading scorer Steve ()ray remains healthy the (tails remain
potent, (tray, a slender 6-5 forward, is averaging aver 26 points
a game in league play.
Mike Carctsielli, a 6-7 junior pivotman, gives Gray needed support
in rebounding and scoring. His 19point outburst against Pepperdine
enabled St. Mary’s to coast to a
surprisingly easy 84-69 win.
Seniors Kit Ruona, Joe Lee and
Vurdell NPWSOMP give coach Cimino an experienced lineup, while
sophomores Dick Fagliano and Jim
Moore have displayed promisin,
scoring punch in recent games.
The two teams will meet again
Tuesday, Feb. 19, in Oakland Auditorium in their final clash of the
season.

Bill Yonge Paces Spartans
Over Pepperdine, 67-60

de%
telt

Berry Stevenson

SPARTAN COACH Yosh Uchida, front row left, poses with
four SJS black belt judoists who were named to the All-Northern
California team and graduate Larry Steufloten. Kneeling next
to Uchida (I. to r.) are Lee Parr and Dave Sawyer, while Bill
Phillips ,Walt Dave l and Stuefloten are standing.

Spartababes Win Pair,
Face Menlo J.C. Next
Dannt Glines’ high flying!
freshman cagers, winners in 10 of
their initial 12 games, will put
their sparkling record and mounting reputation on the block tomorrow night when they travel to
Menlo Park to test Menlo Junior
College. Tip-off is at 8.
The Spartahabes pushed their
winning streak to seven straight
by charting narrow victories over
the highly regarded freshmen of
Stanford and Santa Clara on suecessive nights.

.Temp-stiooting guard Pete Newell and team leading pointmaker
S. T. Saffold combined for 28
points in the second half to guide
the locals to a thrilling 56-52 comefrom -behind win over Stanford.
San Jose trailed by nine at the
Long Stretch
half, 31-22, and by as much as 14
BALTIMORE (UPI)
Since
early in the second period.
Pimlico changed its finish line a
Newell was high for both teams
couple of seasons back, the length
with 20 points on nine field goals
of the stretch is 1170 feet, one
and two charity tosses, while Safof the longer home lanes in the
fold flipped in 15 markers, includcountry.
irrz, 13 in the torrid second half.
The following night Glines
Istetto
6-14.1.40140.41.44w#44.4.41.4.5e.o..er.e.4..,%,
turned Newell and Saffold loose
against Santa Clara, and the reliable duo accounted for 34 points
,is SJS claimed a 73-66 win.
Pete and "T" each tallied 17
and forward Frank Tarrantts
iii
-shed
16. Eric Paulson, stellar
. . . see our fine selection
guard from Sunnyvale High, paced
the losers with 15 points and Jim
Smith contributed 12.
The Spartababes will return
CV 7-7417
1884 W. San Carlos
home on Friday, Feb. 22, to play
host to U.S.F.

FOLK

Guitars-Banjos-Musie

BENNER MUSIC

SPAIRTATI DATI.V/

By GENE WILLIAMS(
defense and set up several Spar- points. Following Yonge’s 17 -point
A determined San Jose State! tan scores on offense.
, output, were Dennis Bates with 13
cage team kept its WCAC title , The first half saw Pepperdine and Harry Edwards and Jane,’
hopes alive last Friday night by hit a fantastic 63 per cent from with 10 apiece.
Santa Rasa Junior College
rallying late in the second half to the floor, compared to San Jose’s
overtake Pepperdine, 67-60. before mild 41 per cent However, the snapped San Jose State’s fresh a near-capacity crowd in Civic hot -shooting Waves managed only man winning streak of seven in
a two-point advantage at the inter- , the preliminary by outlasting the
Auditorium,
1Spartababes, 59-55, in an overtime
The victory pushed the Spartans’ mission. 34-32.
league record to 3-2. while the winPepperdine continued its blitz on thriller.
VARSITY BOX
less Waves dropped their fourth the nets in the second half, but i
LIS
PUP
I was unable to cope with State’s
straight league tilt.
F-G FT TP
FG FT TP
the
Only
_
sensadefense.
Pressure
his
Guard Bill Yonge turned in
tional
Batas
shooting
5
3
13
Wdick
8 5 21
of
Warlick
kept
the
finest offensive effort of the seaSons
2 1 S H. Dinnel 5 6 16
son in leading the SJS uphill climb Waves in the contest.
Edwards
5
0
10
Smith
1 1 3
Coach Stu Inman’s Spartans Yong*
to victory. The blond floor general
3 1 7
6 5 17 TInsley
connected for 17 points, including pitched in 50 per cent of their field Jancsi
3 4 10 Bridges
2 0 4
seven straight in a crucial two- goal attempts and nine of eleven Labetich 4 1 9 R. Dinn1 3 1 7
I
Simpson
I
3
D.
Jones
1 0 2
free
throws
in
the
second
half.
minute span late in the second
W.Jones 0 0 0
i Four Spartans broke into double
half.
Pernbrols 0 0 0
Led by the incomparable Bob figures and another one, the agLabetich. totaled nine
Totals 26 15 67
Totols 23 14 60
Warlick, he hit eight of nine field .
F-ROSH BOX
goal attempts, the Waves manSJS
SANTA ROSA
aged to withstand numerous Spar
FG FT TP
FG FT TP
tan rallies until Yonge broke th,
Saffold
9 1 19
7 2 16 Lint.
game open with his scoring out
5212 Grey
3 2
burst.
Playing without their top scorer Bows,
0 1 1 liarbiorri 0 1 1
Bill put the locals in the lead and rebounder, Bill Robertson, San Tarrant.’
62 14 Frenci
0 0 0
1 2
Dowd
4311
to stay with an over-the-head set Jose States cagers fell victim to
2
Verges
3 5 13
shot from 25 feet with 6:42 re- league-leading Santa Clara, 67-55,
O
Fres..
3 0 6
maining in the game. He followed Saturday, Feb. 3, in a WCAC con- mai.,
O
Black
0 0 0
with another long set shot, and test.
Tomlinson
Ward
0 I I
0
Wilder
O
0 0 0
then added a lay up and a free
Robertson is scholastically ineliO
Sheldon 0 0 0
throw to give SJS a slight 54-51 gible to play for the Spartans the
"UM
advantage.
remainder of the campaign.
Totals 2 II 55
Totals 24 II 59
As great as Yonge was, the
Although Santa Clara frolicked
plaudits must be distributed to an easy win, SJS forward Denny
amongst the entire SJS lineup. Bates claimed high point honors1
GOOD
Hustling backcourtmen Ron Labe- with 21. Bates hit five field goals
LUCK
tich and Al Jancsi were brilliant and 11 of 12 free throws.
ON
in their ball-steaing antics, as they
Joe Weiss led the Broncos with
continually harassed the Waves on 19 tallies.
FINALS

Robertson Out,
Santa Clara In

Po-

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos \
CT 4-2810

SHOP IN COMFORT WITH CONFIDENCE

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE STYLE
BIGGEST STOCK OF NEW AND USED BOOKS
BEST PRICES ON SUPPLIES FOR ALL COURSES

SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
GUARANTEED SALES ’TILL FEB. 22nd (VALENTINES
OPEN NIGHTS ’TILL 9 pm MON. THRU THURS.
ONLY AT

DAY

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
DEFECINE

Local Coeds Involved
With Berkeley Abortion
14Inda

Pee 11

In the next Week or ao all SJS
iitudents will be scraping Wee, her ’
ersough funds to cari.eri theri spi
semester fees, eurrently totalaii
S45.50 for tull-time students and
$24.50 for part-time.
An abortion ring involving two ferret! to Santa Clara County Hoe- 1 Of these amounts, $7.50 and $5
San Jose State coeds was broken pital where she was operated on respectively go into the treasury
near the University of California to save her life. Hospital attendants of the Associated Student Body.
report that the coed is "much bet- where they are in turn distributed
campus last week
to various activities and programs
Berkeley police arrested an at- . ter" and is off the critical list,
tractive divorcee, Tamar N. Hodel,
Police raided the apartment of for the general student body.
27, and began a search for a young Miss Hodel, ex-wife of folksinger
With a total enrollment of some
phNsician aft er an SJS coed Stan Wilson. and charged her with :17.000 students, the annual ASB
turned up at u Berkeley hospital conspiracy and possession of flat’- lincome stands close to a quarter
cutica. Her bail WAS set at $21,000. of a million dollars. and provides
critically
all illegal
11.11.
Officers said the two FOS coeds , a grew number of programs that
The college student was trans- . were brought to Miss }hiders home otherwise would not exist.
The disbuisement of ASH funds
last Wednesday and abortions were.
without question the largest.
isirfornted un each. The other girl
single area of concern fur student
:ler& no ill effects.
officials who at* faced each year
with a two-inch -thick pile of
’’budget requests" from various
conunittees. departments. agencies
(Continued from page a,
and organizations on campus.
Sponsors Films
Areas sponsored by the ASB
There are many prrpular suicide
The development of air power allocations range from athletic
spots In Japan.
Born Kitty Hawk to the present programs to the College Lecture
One of the most popular is the
Series; from social affairs to loan
crater rst Mt. Malaya, an active will be traced by films sponsored
programs, and from orientation of
soleano on Oshima Islann south by the Arnold Air Society, honnew students to Model United
.( Tokyo. It became popular in orary social and fraternal organ Nations.
the 1930’s when two high school nit ion of the AFROTC.
ATHLETIEi SERVICES
girls leaped to their deaths after
films will be shown ThursBy far the largest single allo.secing a sad she" ItY the tittned davs in
3:25.
to
from 2:30
cation of ASH funds goes to men’s
all -girl Takarazuka Troupe.
All members of the college coin- athletics, with $82.000 allocated
What drives the Japanese to I mutiny are invited.
:last year to cover spurts from
take their own lies at such a
The first films, shown February football to track.
rate. second only to East Ger- 14. will include shots of stunt fly litany?
ers and Billy Mitchell’s successful ! COMMUNICATION SER VICES
Thn Japanese Welfare Ministry ship bombing experiments.
The second largest ASH allocasays the main reasons appear to
tion at this time goes to the Sparbe "nervous breakdowns, famil.
tan Daily to augment the revenues
troubles and just plain boredom."
received from advertising. Of the
Some others go more deeply
total Spartan Daily budget of $85,into the causes.
000, some $30,000 came from the
suggested
that
One
writer
ASH general fund. Eighty per
Alpha Phi Omega, national men’s cent of the total Daily budget
-whatever the various reasons, 11
fraternity. is sponsoring its goes into printing costs, with the
is obvious that Japan is suicide.
prone, just as certain people ale .,,,nual Book Exchange outside rest going into related areas such
accislent prone. The country has Moiris Dailey Auditorium during as engraving, paper supply. etc.
Other "communication services"
long been fascinated by the sub- registration and the first week of
ject. The literature is full of it; classes. A Phi 0 sells books at financed by the ASB include $4,330
so is the theater, the films and prices running one-third less than for the college FM stationKSJS
even television. It is even socially any book store serving the San:. that is scheduled to begin regu, Jose State campus.
lar broadcasting today at 4:30 p.m.
acceptable."

Japanese People
Suicide Prone?

Parking Permits
Available Today

B igger ASB Budget Covers Wide Scope
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WORKING
1961-62 to 1962-63 totaled $53,693.10, some $8,000 more than the
current balance to be carried over
to 1963-64 budget.
Total income from ASB fees
for this fiscal year totals $235,624.88, which, when added to the
balance from last year, brings the
total ASB resources to $289,317.98,
well over a quarter of a million.
AREAS OF INCREASE
To illustrate the expansion of

ADMINISTRATIVE
Also coming from ASH funds
are salaries for the personnel that
operate the Student Affairs Business Office iT1116) which handles
,fiscal matters for campus student
activities, including ticket sales,
bookkeeping, maintaining ac ’counts, etc. Expense here totaLs
$18.935.85 this year.
The present "College Union,"
which houses student offices and
provides organization mimeographing service and it campus lost
and found, costs the student body
some $12,234.46 to maintain, staff,
ind operate.
’WORKING BALANCE’
Following the allocation of the
above sums. the ASH now has al
working balance:’ according to
ASH Treasurer Jim Sparling, of
$4.570.96, that will be used to!
meet the expansion of ASH programs in the next few years to
meet the needs of the expanding
campus.
The balance carried over from

1
wa
res
lie
3,0
not

45/ 570.0’)

ssith $4.240 allocated, wen ’
ASH programs, Spurting pointed
-i,
It ally Committee !s ea.
out the following "areas of inti) an even $3.000
crease" in ASB allotments over :r
Depart ment %%eat
,
one-year period: the campus FM
station, previously with no allo- 1from J:rF,_ls: to $14,904 because of
cation, was granted $4,330 for this a special $6.000 allocation for a
year; Co-Rae jumped from $2.101 (,ii to Tempe, Arizona, last seto $2,678.
Das Spartan Daily went front
Intramural climbed from
a76.19 to $30.000 to meet
to $6,323; Men’s athletics, slaw..ised circulation expenses; ,,11,1
ing the biggest increase, went from
. Spartan Prot...runs Commiticsi
$64,121.54 to $79177.92; the Oil
lege Lecture Cii.ianittee.
CORONA

UNDERWOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

Wondering how you’ll ever get
ahead of financial woes?
Life Insurance savings give you
a head start on the future. Con.
sider the advantages of our
Protected Savings Plan, the ideal
estate builder for the young man,
It combines low cost with fleas
bility to meet the economic
changes that are bound to OCCul’
Curing a lifetime.

rat
silt
arc
Sal
be
rai
Cal

It will profit you to do some life
insurance planning now -while
you can gain by lower premiums!

ypetvide,0

CULTURAL SERVICES
11/11 1111
Third largest single allocation
%!11111\
I 1.115151 F. I’S
of ASH funds goes to the Music
Vamelid of
Department to cover the expenses
I’.11
114,111.11 lipuols,
of the SJS marching band and
I I/ 1.1,1I, IId
symphony orchestra, totaling $14.904 this year.
455 E. WILLIAM * near lath Stir’
Spartan Programs Committee,’
which provides for cultural and’
social events and brings "big N
name entertainment to the SJS
campus, is given $13,620 to cover
yearly expenses.
The College Lecture Series expenses run to $6,175 for the school
year. Also in this general arc:,
the Art Department Gallery ,s
allocated $465 for expenses involved in presenting displays.
SOCIAL SERVICES
The Social Affairs Commit t
which sponsors many of the majiir
social functions of the year, gets
an allocation of $5,592 for this
’lit ester.
Co-Rec, which sponsors Wednesday evening and weekend recreational programs for SJS students,
receives $2,678. and the annual
homecoming festivities cost the
ASH $1,946.
MISCELLANEOUS
Lumped under "Miscellaneous"
in the budget report are a number
of ASB committees and special
programs, the most expensive of
which is the ASH Awards Board
1 t$7,000), which "awards" space
in the yearbook for various ASH
committees, and sets the extent
of awards made by the Recognition Committee.
Other significant amounts of
ASB money go to the Rally Committee .which handles rallies and
card stunt programs 43.1101, and
the newly established U.S.A. loan
program that augments the National Defense Education Act loan
program on a local level ($3,0001.
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TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1 8
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pr,c
of any machine if you clacid to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

210 No 41h

PROVIDENT MUTUAL

SAN JOSE TYPEWkITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.
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CY 727.2

Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia
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USED BOOKS
AT
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’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’
WE HAVE A FEW
NEW BOOKS TOO ! !
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
’TILL FEB. 22nd
WITH CASH REGISTER RECEIPTS
1MA.
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Who’
s
Who
Aid
to
Programs
Education
To Honor
30 Students Gives California $55 Million
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President Names
Expansion Troubled Major
Speakers
By San Mateo Bills For SJS Events
-,, Mateo County legislators,
in getting a new state!
!aimpus for their county.,
master plan for expan(lie
sion mav he jeopardized, according
to Assemblyman Alfred Alquist,
0 -San Jose.
The SJS plan calls for a maximum enrollment of 20.000 students
and the acquisition of 30 acres
surrounding the campus. Bills have
been introduced both in the Assembly and the Senate by San Mateo
County legislators for a state college campus in their county.

ally house
buildings.

two

more classroom

e you
Con.
our
’deal
man.
fleetomic
occur

D.C.
WASI
, :
Senator
Clair Engle. 1) -Calif., announced
last week that the President’s
c,,mpreherisive aid to education
package calls for $18.9 million in
Federal aid to California colleges
President John T. Wahlquist will and college students.
be present at the meeting to prePresident Kennedy’s streamlined
sent the winners with their certifiaid to education message - tied If!
cates. He will also deliver a short,
critical needs
was delivered
talk.
Congress in the form of the N. , Selection of the candidates was
bond Education Improvement A!
made last semester by the Who’s
of 1963.
Who Selection Committee. Each
Senator Engle said that $17:7
student’s grade point average had
to equal or exceed the all -women’s million would go to California on
(2.541 or all -men’s 12.45) criteria statewide basis at all levels of ed
ucation. This is more than an:.
of the national organization.
The students were also chosen other state would receive.

Speakers for the three major
academic events of the 1963 San
Jose State College spring semester - Founders’ Day, the Honors
Convocation and Commencement have already been selected, President John T. Wahlquist announced.
The Founders’ Day speaker on
May 7 will be Dr. Laurence D.
flaskew, vice chancellor of the Tex - according to the leadership they
as university system and a leading demonstrated in a non-instructional program during one semester,
Southern educator.
Dr. Rene Dubos. a French -born participation in diverse activities
scientist who has been associated plus character and citizenship
Thirteen women and 17 men
with the Rockefeller Institute since
1927. will be the speaker at the compose the 30 selected. Their
Honors Convocation to be held grade point averages were 2.814 for
May 23. This event is sponsored bv the women and 2.78 for the men.

Area earmarked for purchase
are two blocks bounded by Santa
Clara, E. San Fernando, S. Sixth
and S. Eighth Streets, a half block
Salvador. facing S. Fourth Street:
two square blocks hounded by E.
San Fernando, S. 10th, San Carlos
and S. Ninth Streets, and three
blocks bounded by S. Seventh, S.
10th. E. San Salvador and William
Streets, excepting St. Paul’s Meth -1
odist Church.
I
Alquist indicated that he has!
pea
10
to
15-year
for
Planned
protested plans for a new San Ma-,
riod. the SJS expansion program teo campus to Keith Sexton, secre..
and
the
of
land
purchase
keynotes
tars of the Coordination Council
Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary
closing of Seventh and E. San for Higher Education.
scholarship fraternity.
Carlos Streets.
Commencement exercises will be
In keeping with the plan, SJS
held on Friday. June 7. in Sparwould gain two more eight -story !
tan Stadium. The speaker will be
residence halls, a new administration building, an auditorium to seat
Dr.
Albert
Burke.
nationally
3,01.0 persons, and a new home ecoThe Democratic Club will hold known scientist, economist, edunomi,-, building.
its first meeting of the semester cator and television personality.
A second 1,500-car parking ga- Wednesday in C11237 at 3:30 p.m. He appears on the TV program,
me and a 5,000 seat men’s gym- Old and new members have been "A Way of Thinking."
nasium are slated to occupy the invited.
Speakers in many fields and for
The purpose of the meeting will various occasions are brought to
area hounded by Seventh, 10th and
be "to review our spring semes- the college campus through the coSan Salvador Streets.
Additional parking facilties will ter program, which includes talks operation of the College Lecture
be made available by a third ga- by Professors William Steele and Committee, the Associated Student
rage two blocks east of the present James Blackwell," Jesse Torres, Body, various college departments
campus This area will also eventu- club president, announced
and professional organizations.

SJS Demo Club
Sets 1st Meeting

:r get

Announcement of the 30 SJS!
..tuitents selected for Who’s Who
Awards will be given at the beginning of the Student Council meeting Feb. 20 at 3:30 in cafeteria
rooms A and B.

Radio, TV Class
Has Openings
Positions are open for students
interested in working in the campus Radio and Television News
Center ,J2021 and in doing regular news broadcasts on the college radio and TV stations.
The class will be held each day
from 1:30 to 4:20 p.m. Those interested may sign up for one, two
or three units of credit. Interested
students may contact James Dunne
in 3107.

unable to carry too heay a load
burden, providing up to half the
pay for students employed by the
colleges in work of an educational
charactet as for example, labor!story, library or research assist!

the number of fellowships and new
leeching grants for graduate study
from 2,800 in 1963 to 8,700 in fiscal
1964.
’2, Expansion and improvement
of higher education. California
would receive $3.333.860. In this
Increase the number of National category, President Kennedy recommended:
The prompt enactment of a triogram to provide loans to public
and nonprofit private institutions
of higher education for construction of urgently needed academic
A program of giants to states
for construction of public commun. ity junior colleges.

Senator Engle supplied the
lowing breakdown on the categoiies in the message which directly
affect California colleges:
OPPORTUNITIES EXPANDED
1, Expansion of opportunities for
individuals in high education. California would receive $15.550.195. In
this category, President Kennedy
recommended that Congress enact
legislation to:
Extend the National Defense
Education Act student loan piograrn; liberalize the repayment
forgiveness for teachers, raise the
ceiling on total appropriations and
eliminate
the
limitation
on
amounts available to individual institutions.
Authorize a supplementary new
program of Federal insurance for
!commercial loans made by banks
and other institutions to college
students for educational purposes.
Establish a new work-study program for needy college students

CLAIR ENGLE
. . . Education

A program of grants to aid public and private nimprofit institutions in the training of scientific%
engineering and medical technicians in 2-year college-level programs, covering up to 50 per cent of
the cost of constructing and equpidng as well as operating the necessary academic facilities.
A strengthening of the National
Science
Foundation
matching
grant program for institutions of
higher learning to expand and immove graduate and undergraduate
science facilities.

Defense Education Art fellowships
FEDER Al it; sT PROGRAM
to be awarded by the Office of Edof federal
The
! _
ucation from 1.500 to 12,000 ingrants I.! institutions of higher
cluding summer session awards.
education for library materials and
STUDENT HELP INCREASE
’ ,:onstruct ion. with priority to those
In addition ris part of this pro- most urgently requiring expansion
gram to increase finanrial assis- and improvement.
tance to students. the 1964 budget
Enactment of a fedeficl grant
recommendations for the National program administered by the DeScience Foundation, now before partment of Health. Education and
! the Congress, include a proposed Welfare for the development and
increase of $35 million Ii. expand expansion of new ,:rm,luato centers.

te life
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’urns!
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STORE HOURS
FIRST TWO WEEKS
OF SCHOOL:
7:30 A.M. 9:00 P.M.
ALL DAY SATURDAY

$
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REFUND POLICY
FULL REFUND WITH
RECEIPT DURING FiRST
TWO WEEKS OF
SCHOOL
"r",

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 EAST SAN FERNANDO
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
FULL LINE OF NEW BOOKS, ART SUPPLIES AND ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
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262 SJS Grads
Reach Doctoral
Degree
Level

Cigarette Ad Ban
Asked by Alquist

Do’s Don’ts
G iven For
Bike Riders

I A bill ,ailing tur a ban on tig- assemblyman s.ii,t the iralusti.y has
If you tide a bicycle to SJS, the
...tes of Sant urette and tobacco adverttsuig in, a responsibli* ro vuuth which
Sirup
Department uf Buildings cad
Jose State College have earned Icampus newspapers of state-sup- is not fulfilling. "I believe there’s
between1 Grounds has a few do’s and don’t’s
doctoral degrees in 44 different in- purled schools and colleges was in- an important distinction
for you to follow:
stitutions of higher learning. Their ’ troduced in the legislature Thurs- general advertising and ads in]
at: DO’S:
names and scholastic achievements day by Assemblyman Alfred E. media specifically directed
Do have a license on your biyouth. I would prefer, of course.
are on file in the office of the Alquist (D-San Jose).
In the case of the University of to see the industry regulate itself cycle. This is a San Jose City orNational Academy of Sciences-Nadinance. Home town licenses are
tional Research Council in Wash- California. the measure grants the in the matter of advertising aimed
valid and local licenses me availington, D.C. according to a report Board of Regents the authority to at non-smoking young people," he
able at any fire house.
received by Pres. John T. Wahl - take similar action regarding to- said.
--Do park bicycles in the racks
Quist from Linsey It. Harmon, bacco advertising on the U. C.
Alquist said his bill was aimed
placed around the perimeter of the
campuses.
director of research.
at campus publications because he
Alquist defined his bill as a believes state schools and colleges
Twenty-one of the 262 SJS
Do lock your bicycle.
graduates with doctorates are cur- measure to help prevent the de- should not, even indirectly, appear
-- Do report thefts immediately
rently members of the faculty of liberate inducement of young non- to be condoning or encouraging
either the San Jose City Police
their alma mater. They are Earnest smokers to take up the tobacco the habit. He pointed to a state- to
or the College Security Office,
S. Greene, Albert Schmoldt, Dud- habit.
I ment by the American Public
DON’TS:
Conceding the legal right of the
ley T. Moorhead. William G. SweeDo not ride bicycles on sideney, Ralph A. Smith. Benjamin F. tobacco industry to advertise, the
walks or onto the campus proper.
Naylor. Albert J. Castro, Lillian E.
-- Do not chain bicycles to trees,
Billington, James W. Tilden. Charsigns or lamp posts.
les L. Walker, John E. French.
Do not take bicycles into
Richard B. Lewis, Arnold G. Applebuildings.
garth, John W. Aberle. Forrest J.
According to John Amos. superBaird. John P. Harville, Walter T.
intendent of B u ildings and
Plant, Marie B. Carr. Gertrude B.
Grounds, all bicycles parked in
Corcoran. Violet E. Thomas and
violation of the above rules will be
Jack W. Chaplin.
picked up and held by the securThe 262 SJS graduates earned
ity police. Owners may claim their
Santa Clara County again pro- .
their doctorates in 11 different
bicycles at the College Parking
fields of knowledge, as follows: Ed- vided the bulk of student enrollGarage between 8 a.m. Nrol 5 p.m.
ucation, 107: biological sciences. 43; ment at San Jose State College.
chemistry, 33; social sciences. 28:
In a report issued by the Regispsychology, 16: arts and humanities, 15; mathematics. 10; engineer- trar’s Office, 43 per cent of the
ing, 3: business administration. 3: student body of 17,137 registered
earth sciences, 2; religion and the- last semester claim the county as
ology, 2.
home.
Four graduates of the SJS PoNearly one-half of the 262 doclice School have received recogniOf the state’s 58 counties, all
toral degrees were earned at Stan- are represented by students with
tion and promotions in governAL ALQUIST
ford University. 120 to be exact.
the exception of Alpine County.
. . . Advertising mental, business and military
Thirty-three were earned at the Following Santa Clara County in
affairs, according to letters reUniversity of California at Berkelarge student enrollments at SJS Health Association, predicting that ceived by Willard E. Schmidt,
ley, 12 at UCLA, 11 at USC and
are Alameda, 1.850; San Mateo, one million children now in school head of the school.
7 at Oregon State College. Institu- 1.437; and Los Angeles, 1,384. With will die of lung cancer before they
Peter L. Gorvati, a 1953 gradtions in 20 other states are repreuate, is a captain in the U.S.
Santa Clara’s 7,326 students, these reach 70 years of age
or
more
doctorate
one
sented by
four counties represent 70 per cent
The legislator cited the estimate Army, stationed at Ft. Bragg, NC.
holders who did their undergraduJoseph Rowan, a 1948 graduate
of the total students body.
that
4Or of all national advertisate work at San Jose State College.
Californians represent 95 per ing appearing in campus publica- from Hastings, Minn., is now
cent of the student body. Among tions are cigarette ads. "In my chairman of the Minnesota Youth
the 595 out-of-state students are opinion." he said, "this contributes Commission and deputy commisThe first meeting of the semes- residents of all the remaining 49 to the fact that an estimated 4,500 sioner, in charge of the Division
ter for the Associated Women Stu- states and the District of Colum- teen-age American boys and girls of Youth Conservation, of the
dents will be held tomorrow after- bia. Hawaii sent 77 students to the take up the tobacco habit every Minnesota Department of Correcnoon at 3:30 in the AWS lounge SJS campus, followed in order by day of the year."
tions. His college career at SJS
in the College Union.
was interrupted by service in the
Washington with 65 and Oregon
youngsters
"Maybe we can’t stop
Main topic of interest will be with 51. Ranked fourth among the
U.S. Army’s Criminal Investigathe awarding of trophies for the. ’states whose students attend SJS smoking, but we should certainly tion School,
Christmas door decorations con- is New Jersey, followed closely by stop encouraging them."
David E. Phillips, who was
test. First place winner is Delta Illinois.
graduated last June and who is
Zeta, second is Claire-Elen and
now a second lieutenant in the
Students from 58 different COWShonorable mention goes to Wee tries make up the international
U.S. Army, has been named the
Terrace.
assistant secretary of the U.S.
, student population of 488 on the:
All women students are invited campus. Nationalist China with 69.
Army Management School at Fort
to serve on committees. Refresh- Canada with 53, Iran with 50,
Belvoir, Va. He is the son of Mr.
ments will be served.
and Mrs. Edward C. Phillips of
Great Britain with 30, Japan with
San Jose State College has rePalo Alto.
29, India with 22 and Hong Kong
National Science FoundaMax D. Phillips, a 1955 graduate
with 21. contribute exactly 50 per ceived a
tion
grant
of
$14,915
for
a
sumof the SJS Police School, recently
cult of the international students.
Veterans, once a large segment mer science program for high received the Meritorious Service
of the college population, show a school students. This will be the Award of the U.S. Treasury Dedecline in numbers as GI benefits fourth summer that SJSC has con- partment. He has been a special
agent in the U.S. Secret Service
run out. Only eight veterans enducted the program.
since Aug. 6, 1956.
rolled as freshmen this semester.
The
summer
program,
under
the
Phillips, whose home was in San
A total of 713 veterans, including
19 women, are still studying under direction of Dr. Benjamin F. Nay- Jose when a student at SJS, was
lor,
professor
of
chemistry
at
graduated with great distinction
the provisions of the Korean GI
Bill and California Veterans bone- SJSC, will involve 50 high school and departmental honors. In a
students in a six-week course in letter to Willard E. Schmidt, head
fits.
chemistry and physics.
of the Police School, he explains
-WIMUZIEWENia-q’
Students must have completed the case for which he won the
one year of high school chemistry, award as follows:
.
1
* -:, , _..,
"The award was given as a retwo years of mathematics and the
DI
sophomore year to be eligible. Ap- sult of the successful conclusion
Ic
plicants must also have a B plus of the most prolific multiple U.S.
average in their science and math- Treasury check forgery case that
the Secret Service was currently
ematics courses.
Many Styles

County Provides
Nearly One Half
Of SJS Population

Police Grads
Win Recognition

First AWS Meet

NSF Awards
Science Grant

AUK.)

PAINTING
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II DESK LAMPS c

Forty of the students selected
to participate in the program will
To provide just the right
be from the San Jose area and
quality light for your indiwill be expected to commute to
D vidual needs when studying
and from the campus. The remaining ten students will be selected
$9.95 and up
from a greater distance and will
board in one of the SJSC dormitories.
The institute, which provides lec(Ye44(191/61
LIGHTING
ture and laboratory experiences
234 50.2nd.
-75E16
not generally found in high schools,
117/7,1_11:11 offers no credit.

ONE -DAY SERVICE
INFRARED OVEN BAKED
ENAMEL!

D
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ma eat wriie
500 S 1ST, SAN JOSE
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to choose from c

Transmission Adjustment
Automatic
Transmission
Adjustment only
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(Including
Fluid)
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With
This
Advertisement

ALL WORK GUARANTEED!

to:
AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS CO.
Bring this advertisement

345 W. Santa Clara, CY 5-0287
All approved credit cards honored

a

investigating.

"It was my good fortune to be
assigned to the case in October,
1961. There were no investigative
leads at first, but as time passed.
we were able to identify, locate,
apprehend and bring to justice
one of the most clever multiple
check forgers to trouble the Secret Service in a long time. His
scope of operation embraced a
six-state area for a period of 18
months, netting him about $18,.
Phillips writes that he now has
a new assignment in the Protective
Research Section, the White
House, where his immediate supervisor is Chester Miller, a 1949
graduate of the San .7,,s State
College Police School

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Spiel-al Student Rates

3 mos. $18
USE 01 R "llt;NT
TO OW N NAV’

’Officer Williams Discusses
Local Rehabilitation Plan
By LLSTLit ON
There are Iwo sides to the story
when the law is violated, one of
which is the less publicized rehabilitation program which endeavors to help the lawbreakers
into reworking themselves usefully into society.
Such a program, administered
by Chief Rehabilitation Officer
George Williams and three assistants, offsets the other end of
law enforcement that is more
well-known to the public.

FM Radio Station’s
First Broadcast
Scheduled Today
After an extended "stand by,"
KSJS, the campus FM station, is
"on the air" today at 9:30 p.m.
The initial broadcast will begin
with a dedication featuring Dr.
John T. Wahlquist, president of
the college, Dr. Richard B. Lewis,
Audio Visual Services Division
head, Dr. Clarence E. Flick, radio
and television coordinator, Bill
Hauck, ASH president, and Dr.
Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor.
Regular features of the radio
"ration
will be the "Spartan
"’how," "Twilight Concert," and
Folk Sampler." The first will
I roadcast news about San Jose
State as a service to the college
and the local community. It is being supported by the Associated
Student Body.
Leo Namba will host ’Twilight
Concert," a program of classical
selections. The origin and development of American Folk music will
be featured by Tony Hyman on
"Folk Sampler." Hyman describes
it as "an everyman’s introduction
to folk music presented in a light
vein."
A "Special of the Week" and a
BBC World Report are also scheduled to include interviews with
prominent local, national, and international government officials.
KSJS will broadcast each week
daY from 4:26 to 8:34 p.m. It operates within a 15-mile range on
the FM frequency of 90.7 me.
The station is owned by the
State of California and operated
by the students of SJS. It is affiliated with the National Association
f Educational Broadcast els.

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course
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Clara County. Adopted Iron
the
Huber plan, the program,
begun
in February. 1957, employsiawliefle:tresd
of the county jail systems
under
parocn irnedpurioelisCedureroeunitiltyN... :Mute (to
men and women participate in Us
program, Williams said
The ensuing success of the pm.
gram was in part responsible
for
the California state legislature
enacting legislation emit led the
Work Furlough Ftehabilitatios
Law, or Section 1208 it the cab.
a
Code.
fornia Penal
aging
"It’s
somewhat
bu.s.iInef sys,,",u Wcialnlianceos sniEa:::
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12 Space Studies
Open in New York
Twelve pre-doctoral traineeships
for studies in space-related science
and technology are available at
New York University.
Provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the traineeshits; become affective
in September 1963 and include
stipends of 82,400 per year. student
allowances of up to $1,000 per year,
and full tuition remission.
Pre-ductoral candidates at any
lesel beyond the bachelor degree
are eligible for these programs of
study which are designed to extend
over a period of three years ot
less. Deadline for applications is
April 1, 1963.
Dr. John R. Ragazzini, dean of
the NYU College of Engineering,
is chairman of an all -University
committee in charge of the traineeships. Application blanks and
further information may be obtained from Dean Ragazinni’s office at University Heights, Bronx
53, New York.
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with a percentage b....
ALCOHOLls
Williams was till
those who fail to
rehabilitation, most of
e
trouble with alcoholism
"If I could tell you i.makes
people drink, I’d be
man," he said.
"I don’t know."
..,1
Alcoholism, he co,,,
spects no racial, sock,
lines.
Those who
Ngh
the retiabilit.A 1,41 I,
tune
been from all ii
rum
a dentist, pubis’ itCl’,.
awn
to the laborer.
Williams is a would .
of medicine. lie we::
the
service in 1993 while
Aus in
his second year. Ww-J.1.. how.
ever, in "Operat ion
pro.
gram attempt
tolitate
German prisoners ms i;.ing to
turn them away front Naziiaa
He received his mast,-’, in bacteriology from Stanford in 1953
or 1954 and has been with thei,
Santa Clara County Sliiritt’ De:
partment since then.
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Special Low Price Luncheon.
For Students and Faculh
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WITH COPY OF THIS AD 417,
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EL CHARRO
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(Sat., Sun. A Holidays excluded)

lii a leCellt Mita
pointed out a basic factor in the
kind of rehabilitation program that
he tries to administer.
There must be, he said, an honest desire, on the part of the
inmate to reform on any act or
behavior that is in violation of
the law. The rehabilitation program, he continued, can only try
to make him recognize the problems he has and suggest ways to
overcome them.
’WORK FURLOUGH’
The success of the program
seems to bear out his efforts. Since
it started some eight years ago,
the failure rate has been only
about 15 per cent.
An integral part of the pro-

75
Open 7 slays a week
799 So, Fir-t St.. San Jose
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ADVANCED AEROSPACE
PROGRAMS AT DOUGLAS
have created outstanding
career opportunities for

SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS
B.S. degrees or better
Assignments include the following area.;:
Heat Transfer relating to airServo-Mechanisms relating to
all types of control problems
craft. missile and space vehicle
structures
Electronic Systems relating to
all types of guidance, detection,
Structures relating to cyclic
control and communications
loads, temperature effects, and the
investigation of new materials,
Propulsion relating to fluid methods, products, etc.
mechanics, thermodynamics,
dynamics, internal aerodynamics
Aerodynamics relating to wind
ton nil, research, stability and
Environmental relating to air
control
conditioning, pressurization and
oxygen systems
Solid State Physics relating to
metal surfaces and fatigue
Human Factors --analysis of
Space vehicle and weapon
environment affecting pilot and
space crews, design of cockpit consystem studies of all types,
soles, instrument panels and pilot
involving a vast range of scientific
equipment
and engineering skills

Get full information at

INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with a Douglas representative

Wednesday, February 20

We urge you to make an appointment through Dr. Edward W.
Clements, Placement Director. If you cannot, please write to
S. A. Amestoy, Engineering Employment Manager

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
ANO OFF .CE Ela’110Na N
1111111 h

3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California
An equal opportunity employer
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Cartoonist Mauldin Says ChecksCause
.
Top Problem
Victims Need Studym

By BILL MAULDIN
In the pontWASHINGTON
’cartooning game, we depend
pretty much upon photos for ref*gun
erence when drawing public
utes
owes
alder
We keep pictures of often-used
)(And
dignitaries, such as JFK or Khru1.0
ihrhev. in untidy little piles in our
Ille
desk drawers; for lesser-known
Hic we go to our newspaper lit. for
brary. euphemistically called the
ill to
;morgue."
The system works, but has its
the
tabs
faults. After struggling over thouCab.
sands of drawings and millions of
photos, sooner or later we begin
not as poliaging thinking of our subjects
ticians, but as two-dimensional,
iurseif paper figures.
There is no denying that in real
life some of them are two-dimensional. paper figures. But most
nixso
people have all sorts of special
al at
characteristics which don’t show in
hroe
photos: mannerisms, postures, ways
of walking.
takes
A real caricature is more than
as exaggeration of some feature
like a big nose or a squinty eye
it should portray the whole pern
sonality. And it has long been my
ligious
conviction that cartoonists should
sally forth from time to time,
’cough
preferably at the publisher’s exhave
pense and study their victims in
from
their natural habitat.
down
Thus, I found myself in Washington the other day, trudging up
udent
Capitol Hill tinder a blazing sun
the
to see "The Ev and Charlie
as in
Show," a weekly press conferhose’
ence in which the Republican
Party expresses itself through Sen.
11 litate
Dirksrn ,R -I11.1 and
Everett
It to
niiss
bac
1953
thi;

Rep. Charlie Halleck (R-Ind.i. I
had heard these were the two
most caricaturable men in town.
VERSATILE ACTORS
It was true. Dirksen and Halleck
played the role of "loyal opposition" with gusto, an exquisite sense
of comic timing, an emotional scope
which ranged all the way from
lugubrious to owlish, and flashing
wit. I recall two notable examples:
an administration public works
proposal was a "slush fund." and
negotiations on nuclear test controls were "concessions."
I was too busy with my sketchbook to hear everything. but I had
the distinct impression that the administration would have to get up
awfully early in the morning to
put anything over on these fellows.
I noted that "Ev and Charlie"
are masters of the "Horn -rimmed
Spectacle Doff," a device for adding pomp to a weightless statement. The expert drifter, as he
speaks, slowly removes his glasses,
lowers them to half-mast, and
holds there, peering intently at the
listener. If the listener speaks, the
doffer snaps the glasses back on.
Interpretation: "I am a scholar.
which is why I own glasses. I
have been studying our subject,
so I am wearing them. I am removing them as I communicate with
oil so nothing will stand between
us Also, my eyes are blurry from
:ill that study. I am putting them
on as you speak so I can listen
with all my senses."
Ev and Charlie doff beautifully
together; as one pair goes up the
other snails down, producing, in

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS

6 BURGERS AND
1/2 POUND OF FRIES
$ 0 0

NO

SHAKES

20c

ORANGE

10c & 15c

HOT CHOC.

10c

ROOT BEER

10c & 15c

COFFEE

10c

COKES

10c & 15c

HOT DOGS

22c

Fraternity Seeks
New Members

515 S. 10th

At William

Phone: 295-1510

The collet:, ,limiter of the American Marketing Assn. will hold its
spring semester rush function tomorrow at 7 p.m. in cafeteria
MOMS A and B.
John W. Luke, sales manager
of IBM, will speak on opportunities in the field of computer sales.
The club has invited all interested students to attend.
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Fig Vines Share Spot With Ivy
On ’Ivy’-Covered Tower Hall

Returned checks, especially at
the beginning of each semester,
profile, a pumping effect. like two constitute the major problem faced
By TERRY GREBE
Did you know it isn’t all ivy
quartermaster sergeants parading by William M. Felse, student afout of step. This is the sort of fairs business manager.
around Tower Hall? Some parts of
stuff you just won’t find in photos
the stately old building are covered
In an interview yesterday, Felse
In the morgue.
by creeping fig vines which even
said
it
is
a
"common
practice
on
I had lunch with Pierre Salinger.
bear fruit during the regular seaother
campuses to have a service son.
The Kennedy administration
wants cartoonists to know that charge made for cashing students’
Figs, though, aren’t the only
JFK has got a sense of humor.I In checks." He added that some stu- fruit growing on campus. If one
the restaurant you could tell right
knows where to look, one can also
dents are "poor bookkeepers."
away which people were tourists
find strawberries. Wild strawberry
While
discussing
the
duties
of
and which were Washingtonians.
plants are used as a main ground
his
office,
located
in
TH16.
Felse
The tourists gawked outright at
cover here.
Illustrated
the
importance
of
work
Pierre; the local types looked the
"The strawberry plants grow
other way, hut you could see their done by his staff by noting that fast and provide a dense cover,"
the
Spartan
Bookstore
is
a
million
ear muscles straining and quiveraccording to Ben Alexander who
ing, like little pink radar sets. I’ll dollar operation and cafeteria op- supervises the care of the plants,
eration
equals
that
amount.
het we could have launched ft hot
bushes, and lawns on campus. In
Both accounts are handled by order to keep the grounds in good
rumor over the soup and it would
have circled the city twice and got the Student Affairs Business Of- condition. Alexander has 21 men
fice, which also serves the various under his supervision who keep
back in time for dessert.
Salinger asked me if I’d like to student organizations. "We are not busy cutting the lawns, and plantvisit the President. Professionally playing a game," said Felse. "We ing new shrubberies.
speaking, I could have observed operate on a definite business-like
LAWN CARE
JFK in the flesh just as well at basis."
Every lawn on campus has to be
a regular press conference. But
Felse, an SJS graduate, said the cut once a week. The grass in the
that wouldn’t be nearly so much managing of student affairs at SJS Inner Quad receives special care
fun, and besides, it’s up to the could be "rated with the best." He
President not to see people, not commented that his office has conup to people not to see him.
tinually made changes in office
procedures to keep up with the
IN POPS THE PRESIDENT
So, at 4 p.m. I reported to large volume of business.
Many SJS procedures, bookkeepPierre’s office. He told me to wait
Sigma Gamma Tau, organization
in the Cabinet Room. I tried out ing, for example, have been adoptsome of the chairs around the big, ed by other state colleges, said the of fraternity transfers from other
boat -shaped table tin the South business manager. The problems colleges, is looking for new memthey’d say I was walking in tall faced by all the state colleges are bers.
To be eligible for membership.
cottoni, inspected some ship mod- similar. "We help each other," he
candidates must have been initiels, and was staring out the French said.
doors at the garden when the
Felse, father of two teenagers, ated into a fraternity not reprePresident popped in.
said the college administration has sented on this campus.
Present membership includes
Physically, he’s a lot skinnier been quite fair to his office. "We
than I used to draw him. Those are never pushed into anything by men from as far away art the University of Maine.
jowls fool you. II made a mental the administration."
The group operates like a social
note: "Narrow from Adam’s ap"It is always a pleasure to work
ple down.") He has a warm smile with student officers," Felse re- fraternity, except there is no physiand a cool eye. (Add mental note: marked. "I hope they learn some- cal plant. Activities will include
"If Pierre offers to fix you up thingI’m sure they do." Our dances, exchanges, athletics and
with a Presidential poker game, working relationship with both stu- other fraternity activities.
Further information about Sigdecline.") He has had a rough sum- dents and administration has been
ma Gamma Tau may be obtained
mer, and when I said I was pleased most cordial. Felse reiterated.
from Phil Steinbock or Jim Hento meet him, he actually looked
Unlike many business managers.
as if the words meant a lot to him. Felse said he desited no additional derson at 294-5419.
We exchanged some small talk authority.
NSD Loan Checks
about newspapers, a subject he
On looking back on his more
National Student Defense loanseems to enjo y. I remembered
than 15 years as business manager checks may be obtained in Adm253
hearing somewhere that he was
for student affairs at SJS, Felse on Monday, Feb. 18. Before rea frustrated journalist. He needn’t
said his office had to "keep ahead ceiving their checks, students must
be. Most papers will take on men
of the oncoming rush," making ref- have paid their registration fees.
with political savvy at the age of
erence to the college’s rapid
52. His chances would be even betgrowth. "Once it gets ahead of
ter at 98. I didn’t want to take
you, you’re in trouble."
up more of his time telling him
all this, so I left the message with
Pierre on the way out.

Marketing Rush
Set for Tomorrow
up

Monday, Feb 11 1983

since it is of an extra fine variety.
called Bent grass.
Lawn trespassers had better be
cautious or they might get soaked.,
All the buildings built within the
last ten years have automatic
sprinkler systems regulated by
clocks.
"It takes a lot of work to keep
those lawns nice," Alexander said.
"Every year new paths appear in .
the lawns where students make;
shortcuts. The surprising thing is ,
that they ate never in the same
areas."
He laughed and added, "Perhaps
the worst lawns are around the
men’s dormitories. The fellows play
football and baseball on them, ,
drive cars over them, and indulge ’
in other kinds of horseplay which

damages the ground and the surrounding plants."
SJS really has its pretty spots
too, according to Alexander. One
of the most picturesque is the outer quad. It seems that the flowers
in the raised circle there never
stop blooming. Reason for this is
that every Friday afternoon all the
blossoms are stripped off the
plants. Tills way the flower never
has a chance to deelop seeds and
expends all its energy in producing
blossoms. By Monday the whole
circle is covered with fresh buds.
Presently there are yellow violas
on the outside and yellow marigolds in the midcfle of the round
flowerbed. They usually bloom
from March to June.
There are even some Spartan
roses here which are orange-red
in color. Given to the college a few
ago they are planted near
:: home economics building.
COLORFUL SIGHT
Another colorful sight occurs
,:tly after the semester break
Ian two redbud trees bloom beA collection of Lincoln photo- ’ V. een the police building and Morgraphs and writings are now on ris Dailey Auditorium. They are
display in the South Wing of the the earliest budding trees on
old library in observance of the campus.
Civil War president’s birthday toThe purple plum trees between
the administiation and maintenmorrow.
Included are pictures of Lincoln ance buildings will double their
Homestead State Park. in Ken- size within the next, four years.
tucky, where Lincoln’s grandfath- And the green trees right next to
er lived and his father Thomas was the maintenance building will also
horn.
grow twice as big, according to
Photographs also show the Lin-’ Alexander. They are called Linden
coln birthplace and the school he trees and are very popular in Engat tended.
land. Five years from now, when
The settlement at New Salem. the green and red trees grow to.
Ill., is also represented. Here Lin- gether, they should form a cool
coln operated a grocery store, be- arch leading up to the bookstore,
came a postmaster and studied Alexander said.
law.
Considered a real photographic
Rounding out the photo portion life-saver is the big bush with the
of the exhibit are shots of the great plumes near the men’s gym.
Springfield,
Ill., home where Called Pampas grass, it COMPS
Lincoln was notified that he had from South America. Photography
been elected president and pictures students can he seen almost any
of conspirators involved in his , given day focusing on the plant.
assassination.
Next to the music building is a
Also included in the exhibit are ’ semi -tropical tree called Bauhinia
representations of Lincoln’s papers which blooms before any leaves
in his own handwriting and sam- apear. The tree, which was planted
ples of the Lincoln literature avail- only recently. has unusual butterable.
fly-like leaves.

Lincoln Display
Shows Writings,
Photos in Library

Health Insurance
Available Now

Health insurance for students of-,
fered by California Physician’s
Set vice, (Blue Shield) will be
available through the Student Affairs Business Office, T1116, from
today until Feb. 22.
The policy carries a premium of
$16 and covers the student through
the spring semester and summer,
whether or not he attends summer
session at SJS.

STUDENTS UNDER 21 ...

it’s not too
late to find
housing . . .

;test

Approved Apartments Still Available for Men and Women
Approved apartments are still available at Spartan Rental Service. Spacious two and
three bedroom apartments complete with wall to wall carpeting ... General Electric kitchens
.. twin beds ... laundry rooms ... date rooms glassed -in showers andsome with swimming
pools.
Starting at 190.00 dollars up per semester, per student, you can move immediately into
it Spartan Rental Apartment. We can arrange for compatible roommates.
Apartments are limited, so see us today.

You gels have been buying
boys White Levi’s and altering
them. No need for that now
we-ve got them perfectly
proportioned to fit YOU

For further information

in waist sizes 22 to 28.

come in or call

These will go fast!

SPAR-TANI
RENTAL
SERVICE
414 E. WILLIAM AT 9th, SAN 10SE,CAUF.

4.98
’t0LING (Al ltrANIA ’,) Inv
IF:COND Fi Orilt

CY7-8877
910P MONDAY, THURSDAY and I-RiDAY Na6Fil UNTIL 540

AL DEFE_C1YE

. . FIRST at SAN CARLOS

Monday, ’Feb. 11, 1961
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Engineers Stimulate
Classroom Science
Ila us.II

By FREDERO Is ti
m,:". yoRK
,

my, more tully exposed to scienIdle adventure in their formative

tront of a high school sctence YearS
Samiff said he hopes the scia_ssroom. a guest lecturer demonstrated how sensitive solar cells entist -in-the-classroom project will
sought out light from a lamp he be taken up by other industries
and expanded
into classrooms
held asset head.
across the nation.
The experiment, he said showed
"I am sure that thousands of
how solar cells in space satellites
other equally devoted men and
seek the sun’s light and convert
women of science would eagerly
its energy into electricity to opervolunteer for similar work, supate tile satellite’s Many systems.
ported by their industrial employThe speaker was William J. Helers, if the opportunity were availig, a Radio Corporation of Amerable to theta," the RCA chairman
ica I RCA
electronics engineer.
said in announcing the establishHis audience was a group of sciment of the program.
ence students at Frasmus Hall
Any doubt that presentations by
High Sehoid in Brooklyn.
Ilelwig and the other scientist -lecHelvvig. is one of 14 RCA scien- turers sparks the interest of their
tists who are lecturing and con- student listeners is dispelled quickducting seminars in New York ly when the buzzer signals the end
public schools this year in a pilot of the class session. A group of
pr’oerturn to enrich science instruc- students rushes forward to ask
tion and stimulate interest in the questions and study the demonstraseienves.
tion devices more closely.
J.

’Fasching Fools’
Frankfurt Finds
Festival a Frolic

Life on Mars?
Science Predicts
Answer Coming

Ity KARL H. MACK
United Press International
FRANKFURT (UPI,

West

Germans are going all-out this preLenten Fasching
son

in

their

sea-

1Carnivall

traditional

annual

campaign against seriousness.
The "Fasching Fools," us they
have scheduled more

are called,

than 1,000 festive events poking
fun at just about everything.
The Fasching season officially
starter Nos. 11 at the 11th hour
and

11th

minute.

It

ends

Ash

Wednesday, Feb. 27, the beginning
of Lent. But the real impetus came
with

the "Opposition

Seriousness"

ceremony

to Beastly
Jan.

26,

when the new head of the "Order"
was selected in Aachen.

The Order WEIS founded in 1951
to honor a British military legal
official who asked that the jail
sentence of a German civilian be
ENERGY CONVERSION
PLAN EVALUATION
lifted during the last three days
Fin’ his part. tietwig. a senior
New York school administrators
engineer in RCA’s election tube plan to evaluate the effect of the of the festival.
Since then it has been awarded
division, Harrison. N.J., conducted pilot project at the end of the
lectures on energy conversion. The school year. They are interested in to such dignitaries as Chancellor
other RCA seientists talked about learning whether a larger percent - Konrad Adenauer, former U.S. Milthe art-as in which they are highly age of the pilot group sign up for itary Judge Leo M. Goldman
trained and skilled space tech- aciditional science c(suses and in and Dutch Baron Michiels Van
nology, electron tubes, radar and the outcome of informal testing to Kesenich, Mayor of Utrecht.
microwaves. communications sys- follow the lecture-seminar series.
An unprecedented number of
tqt-ins, nuclear physics, computers.
RCA scientists are interested, parties, sessions, and costume halls
solid state physics, and others,
too, in evaluatiing some of the are crammed into the Fasching
Tbe pilot program, worked out special demonstration equipment schedule. The sessions are preby RCA and the New York (’its devised by participating lecturers. sided over by a "Foolish Cabinet"
Board of Education, is confined to Some of it, they believe, will be dressed in white ties and wearing
three and four-cornered hats with
four schools
two high schools useful for continued and more gensilver bells on the corners.
and twd junior highs in Brooklyn eral use in science teaching.

By ALEX ADMAN
United Pres* International
PALESTINE, Tex.
Despite
the development of rocket -powered
spacecraft, man probably will get
his clearest view, to date, of the
planet Mars from an old-fashioned
balloon to be launched near this
east Texas town.
The project. Stratoscmg. II. may
produce the first clear evidence of
whether there is life on Mars.
Under the direction of Dr. Robert Danielson of Princeton University. preparations art- be i n
made for a test flight of the 500i
foot plastic balloon that will carry
Instruments to the tslge of the
earth’s atmosphere.

-

-

Ii
1

LARGE PAYLOAD
The rostrums for the sessions
The big balloon, carrying a payare shaped like wine barrels and
"guest" speakers poke fun at any- load of 6,3iNt pounds, will be carried
thing at hand, including the goy- aloft by a smaller Indoor’ before
ernment. local events and women. it is inflated. This is necessary to
get the ponderous gasbag clear of
,
Starting on Sunday before Ash
surface obstructions before its sur:Wednesday, the Fasching Fools
face is exposed to winds.
hurl themselves into the "Three
The balloon should reach an altiI Mad Days" with dancing and pattude of 80,000 feet where it would
ading through the streets. In some
travel about 300 miles during a
one day is set aside for the
SACR. \\l1 -.’i.,
N
Calif . (UPI)
night-time flight. Winds at that alWomen’s Carnival" when any
Th, 196o I ’ S. (’’ 11,LIS showed th at "Women’s
titude would carry it eastward in
9.8 per cent
all Californians ’25 woman is allowed to chase any winter and westward in summer.
male
in
sight
and
demand
either
t ears of age or older have atThe projeet, backed by the Natended at least four years of col- a kiss or a drink.
tional Science Foundation, the Ofonly
lege. The national average is
fice of Naval Research and Na,
7.7 per cent.
tional Aeronautics and Space
who
I
Of the 102 West Pointers
Administ ration, grew out of Stratoarms
came back into the Union
soone I. That was a 12’incli
,luring the Civil War, 51 became
lent that I, i lured the sun
inch
hit
S
Ulysses
onerals. These
unblurred by earth t. dust and
ra George B
11.14111atil

College Grads

1
1111111F
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Blind Squirrel
Has No Worries,
Thanks to Town

T

-to sjs FACULTY
STo DEN TS

AND

M 0 N.TH RU FRI.
_ ...,

,One Aay cervice

’PLEASANT

ILLS

"WORK
OF
ART"

18 HOLE REGULATION
.114:.10/AVITI

GfeeRf
7
Itc/e Par)

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
2050 S.WHITE ROAD
2s4h.ts
ot stogy
- -ream
3361

DISCOUNT WITH ASII CARD

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

EUROPE ’63

’NIA.): Tex. UPI’
North ,.ist Tps:ts most pampered quad ruped is Shorty, the squirrel, (tarling of the Smith County court house plaza crowd.

in an interior wilderness so remote that the range of mountains
bounding the north has no name.
Temperatures are about 50-60
degrees below zero.

Maj. Gen. Ned Dalton. who
Army command in
heads the
Alaska. says his job is to teach
8,000 troops how to tight and live
in the frigid Polar back country.
He says a successful manever
will demonstrate that American
troops can fight an Arctic cam-

Bakmas
Flotver
Shop

Floaters
and
Corsages
for all
Occas.o,
CV 2-0462

10th

&

Santa Clara

I

SUMMER FLIGHT

Depart: S.F. to London June
Return: Paris to S.F. Sept. 3

18

$39 9 00

Total Cost
Per Person

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary InFlight Hot Meals
Certificated Scheduled Carriers Only
Professor
Your Group
Menu,’ Partheniades
Organizer

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE
NOW!
Daytime: 295-4025

CALL
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11th

’1 SPECIAL
Begin the school year right
with a perfect dinner -- the way
that only ArchieIs can make it.
NEW YORK STEAK

$175

DINNER STEAK

$110

Regularly $1.49
Bring a Date

or Join the Crowd at

ARCHIE’S STEAK 1101 SE
545 So. 2nd St,

Free Perking
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BOB NE1NHART SHOW SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE, STE. CLAIRE HOTEL
Phone CY5-0888
mail Orders Accepted..
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Thousands of air crew members.
from generals to privates, and
airline cress
even commercial
members, have graduated froril
the school. More than 700 cret
members pass the rigid I est s . J,!
year.

illYSICAI.ASTRCOCRTSS
AICIIAttint, ENGINEERS
tett ,frAt .GE1 itiON,GEicSasTS
- PHYSICISTS

AfatiANTICS -SG iNLERS

OUR MOCHIIRF IN
MR PLACEMENT’
ff -THEN SIGN
iTVti PEWFUitNfl lL

February
,

15, 1%3

Third Annual

BACK TO SCHOOL

cho
Get
SUIT
My’
pun

"Without p r 01)e r pniteetia+
clothing arid a knovsledge of
SURVIVAL SCHOOL
to find shelter and warmth. a
mai
To help train American forces
would die in minutes."
Ii, meet the dangerous "weather
Gibson and his staff of s’irviq
enemy." the Air Force operates
a unique Arctic Survival School experts make certain every na
at this base, attended by mem- leaves with knowledge of how j,
hers of all branches of the service. hattrooserevirettiochswpoi,tapeihnroalcishttekumitn jeanatfeno,hriimerssi:hiL:tstntel(irtzfittwaerrt,’
The school is commanded by
Air Force Capt. H. M. Gibson,
a one-time combat paratrooper,
who says it teaches students how crew members.
to survive an aircraft mishap in
cold, deep snow, rugged terrain
and uncharted back count’’’. They 11.111111111111.Pi werers
C/L4r A
also must face hostile animals and
isss,...--. ,
trap others for food.
...--,

DAVID L. FISHER
t/tY’

Piet
boa
wit.
eld

paign.

Bob Newhart

:dest*’

but

To graduate, one must
liter*,
survive in the Arctic winter
%,;;..
derness for at least 48 hours,
hi
teams of five to six, delihersicy
abandoned in back country. they
simulate a crew that has
just
hailed Out or has crash-landea
-1Ne are always astonished
t#
the number of people who
attend
tile school (which is mandator),
who have never slept out or oiro
even build a fire," says
Gibson.

1 MI61_4,4011
sail!
ballis,n-cartied
instruments will continue to make
profitable studies of planets for:
j years, along with the expanding
exploration by rocket -borne in- I
struments.

Oldtimers swear Shorty has lived
m the courthouse square for 12
v ears. When the old courthouse’
NEW; YORK (UPI)
An ex was razed and replaced across the ,
Street by a new building. Shorty perimental chemical capsule may
roved into a split level hackberry some day he implanted in human!
Joe and took over sovereignty of ’hearts to prevent heart failure, aeconling
lo
the Manufacturing I
’he old square.
t inn.
But the townspeople lost no time i Chemists’ Ass’
Smaller than a human finger
!Ft make him more comfortable
when his sight failed -- as it will nail, it contains !hyroid hormone
estimated to he enough to stimuis ith squirrels as old by squirrel
late the heart for as long as SIN
standards as Shorty.
years. Silicon rubber allows the
Contributions gave him a king-1
hormone to pass through at a prehint 1’age stocked with gooddictable but very low rate.
es and containing the nail keg
home he has occupied for some
The nail keg gives him if
,s arm home, the cage provides
safety to suit his blindness, and a
plastic cover is placed on the cage
each cold night to keep the ill’PeZPS
New,rnen run the Tyler Courier Times-Telegraph honored Shot’ t
with a title- "World’s Only Squirrel Presiding Over a Complete
ounty Courthouse Square" and
, formal name, "Vandei!J-Id J
Shorts I Throckmortim

niurz

By DOUOLAs
United Press International
EIELSON AIR FORCE BASE,
Alaska 1UP! I Military forces of
the Alaskan Command are trying
to close a "cold endurance" gap
between the American and Russian soldier.
most
to officials,
According
Russians are hardened to extreme
cold and thus could adapt easily
to warfare in the rugged Arctic -should it come.
American soldiers, with very
few exceptions, could not transform quickly into effective Polar
region fighting troops. They must
not only learn through hard experience the type of vvarfare peculiar to the brutal and frigid far
north, but also how to survive
against nature.

SCAN lituRFACE
Floating a hove most of the
earth’s dust and vapor the instruments, and later a 36 -inch telescope, will scan the surface’ of the
DANGEROUS ENEMY
nearest planet to earth.
"The freezing weather in the
The first flight for the record
will be early February. The bat. dead of winter, as well as the
savage terrain always, are eta’loon will carry infra-red measurmks as dangerous as anything
ing instruments which will search
mechanized or human," says a
for water vapor on Mars.
leader of the Alaskan Command.
In a later flight, possibly durIn February, battie groups of
Mg October or November. 1963.
the U.S. Army, Alaska- along
the balloon will carry the powerwith strike units from the U.S.
ful. remote-controlled telescope for
mainland and light infantry from
a visual look at the neighboring
Canada- will go on winter maneuplanet.
vers in one of the two coldest
The second flight, according to
legions on the continent.
Alan Wissinger, project engineer
Their war games will be held
for the experiment, should produce
the clearest views and photographs
of Mars ever seen.
The project will be ion from
Palestine airport.

Students taking part in the proIt involves 51 classroom presentslions ands seminars, some durine gram, known formally as the Daysehool houis and some alter school id Sarni& Industry-science leachMg program, will be invited to
SARNDEr S OKAY
j spend a day in June at the RCA
The prIkjuet has the special bless! research center in Princeton, N.J ,
ing of RCA Chairman Day"’ S.’"’" to view
laboratolies and test fa:i.
null’, who believes the lir 1 i, ,n-,
tilt
and
better
,,
.,a
mole
need for
lists may be fulfilled if yr. tur,,te:....
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Troops in Alaska Drilled
To Survive 50-60 Below

,s

Archeologist ’Digs’
Greece in Summer

l I:I
li , . all
For exampleii, mmoiton in
-I( to pretty kaiiiiticith haokaw. the ground mig I 1 I" tt sign of
j a caved -in tomb. (II there might
but not anymot.e.
macs kbokaw, a Washington Un- ! Is, a certain mirk in the ground
tversity graduate student here, can ! which could be the piece of an ’mng that she was on the spot Iportant wall imered for centuries.
with archeologists to help uncover I, Even the taborets who do the
Id worlds in Greece.
digging get excited on finding the
The archeology student
join was
Dr. trail of something important. Miss
to
summer
last
chosen
Brokaw said they can tell from the
(home Mylonas on his annual Sound whether or not it’s pery
ott
summer project of excavating at ! or stone underneath.
in
the
PeloArgos
near
Mycenae
After exploratory trenches are
ponnesus.
dug with pick and shovel, and if
excavations
are
Mycenaean
The
there are signs of a possible disjointly sponsored by the (II eek
hclogical Service a nil by covet small knives are then used.
’I he dust is swept away with paint
Vashington University, where Dr. I crushes,
Nothing is used to damla,of
the
chairman
is
Mylonas
age any possibly important find.
partment of Art and Archeology.
While Miss Brokaw was on the
Dr, Mylonas took his wile.
aughter and son-in-law v..ith hit. top a network of corridors. staircases and rooms was uncovered.
Miss Brokaw’s job was to recur,’
Vound in one chamber: gold, ivory,
and catalogue any disco% eras dui’beautifully
painted 1
vases,
g
ni0
55
the excavating.
Fxcavating, Miss Brokaw says, small libation tables and a vase
fragment
bearing an inscription
is not just pick and shovel wiuk!
First yoprI’Ve got to know: where to In Myeenacan script.
But the most exeiting find was
dig, and that’s where Dr. Nlyloni,
, hat seemed to be
came in with all his knowledge on , the discovery
the base of a I
me.
the subjcet.
’U

Flooding Endangers
E ban Monuments
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AIR() UPI!
Only the biggest salvage job in archeological 1
history ean save the fabled stone
monuments of Nubia from fhioding
by;bawaers
(* t
of the Aswan
.,malcih
To beat a 1965 deadline, when
water begins creeping up behind
the uncompleted darn, the United
Arab Republic and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization t N ESCO
have launched their third campaign in as many years with !sisters and hillhoards araind Cairo
proclaiming "Save Abu Shnbel."
But the 3,500-year-old temples
of Abu Simbel with their gigantic
seated statues staring placidly
across the Nile are only part of the
am checilogical treasure trove awaiting resole to higher ground.
Seventeen other monuments covering thousands of years from prehistoric times to the clays of early
Christ larIS dot a 300-mile stretch of
the arid Nubian Valley of Upper
1.:cypt. All face submersion by Nile
ivat,is. when completion of the
dam starts formation cif lin all tic’at l:cke
the size of Lake M tehwan spanning the borders of SuThe U.A.R., with UNESCO, has
en eampaigning since 1960 for
Ii racnc’iatI d,inations as well as technical and archaeologic:1J aid to save
tie monuments. The U.A.R. offers
,ntiquities in return for help.
Many countries and individuals
have heeded the call and a sizable
::mount of work has been done.
,r
IIu
,t%vojr,k,bnd money still fall short
the
To make it easier, the area has
icon divided into sections which
teen assi.med to archeologi____
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cal missions from 14 comities
Austria, Britain, Canada, ("Lech,lavakia, France, West German
India, Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, Spain, U.A.R., the United
States and the Soviet Union. Digging conducted by these missions
already have uncovered a variety
antiquities, including ruins of Roman castles and early Christian
tombs.
Meanwhile, actual salvage operations are underway. Six ancient
temples have been dismantled and
moved downstream to places resembling their original settings.
Others await transportation.
But the biggest and most important of the Nubian temples still
present the biggest problem.
The two Ahu Simbel temples,
carved out of a mountain sale, can
neither be dismantled nor moved
away. Plans for their salvage call
for cutting them off the mountainside, then raising them 200 feet.
The bigger of the two temples,
with its four 67-feet high seated
statues estimated to weigh 250.000
tons, would be the greatest load
ever tackled by man.
The lifting opetation, to be carried out with the use of several
thousand hydraulic pumps that
would raise the temple-blues at the
rate of less than one inch a day,
would cost some $60 million, of
which the CAR would fikty one
third. The new CAR-UNESCO
campaign aims at raising the rest
of the money needed for the project dubbed by the CAR press as
"the eighth wonder of the world."

Research Helps
Cut Food Bill
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. -(UPD -- The housewife today pays
a smaller percentage of the fannl.
income for food than she did 15
years ago because of agricultural
research, according to Henry R.
Fortmann of Pennsylvania State
University.
Fortmann, assistant director ot
the Agricultural Experiment Station at Penn State, said food costs
now claim only 20 per cent of the
family income compared to 26 per
cent in 1947.
’
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Massachusetts Student
Views Russian Schools
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Despite . their weak and strong isiints.
teachers in science in the elethe feelings of some persons suchl "At present." she says. "Russian mentary and secondary schools as
ELS Adm. Hyman Rickover that education has an edge over Amer- a serious drawback in the AmerAmerican education is in a sad ican education in certain critical ican scheme of things.
way, there are those who disagree. areas such as technology, the sciMiss McNiff has drawn heavily
One notable exception is a Uni- ences and mathematics.
on two publications for her study
"American
education
has
an
(Age
"Public Education in America,"
versity of Massachusetts student.
Mary Ann McNiff, 19, who, de- over Russian education in liberal by George Z. Bereday and Luigi
arts
and
the
free
discussion
spite her youth, has some strong
and Volpicelli. and "This Is The Chalcriticisms allowed in classrooms.
views to the contrary.
lenge," by William Benton. The
"Ultimately.
the
Russian
chal- latters book is based on his travels
In a study on "A Comparison of
lenge
will
be
beneficial
because
it in Russia in 1955.
the Russian and American EducaDrawing on her research, she
tional Systems," she finds that the will create in the American people
a
desire
to
equal
and
surpass
Rus- notes that "the ultimate aim cd
American educational picture
sian
accomplishments
in
all
fields.
’Soviet education is to train citizens
comes out pretty well in compar"American education is confront- for serviee to the state." On the
ison with that of the Soviet Union
She notes the alarm created in ed with a variety of problems other hand, "the ultimate aim ot
the United States when the first which require immediate attention. American education is to train for
"Perhaps the great problem is intelligent citizenship and particiSoviet sputniks made Americans
panicky, and sent them looking for that of halting the vast leakage of pation in the affairs of governgeneral talent from our school sys- ment
a speedy way to catch up.
tem. For every student who enters
Miss McNiff says she feels "the
Education at that time became college
there is one of equal abitilt. So% iet threat in education is a
the be-all and end-all as a solution who
does not enter."
more serious threat than Soviet
to everything. But its results were
Another point she mentions is nuclear weapons or rockets,"
not immediately evident.
one that "arises due to the vast
She sees three major solutions
To reach the level desired, Mis’., increa.se in the number of school - to America’s problems in the field:
McNiff is convinced that a lot of 1 age children, and the severe short- Federal aid to education, an in.
money will have to be spent andl age of competent educators."
crease in the number of exchange
a great deal of additional effort
Since she plans to become a! students and the need to raise the
expended, even though the United leacher herself, she also notes the social and financial status of
States has made considerable pr’g ,hortage id an ,-,111.,1,41 140,001.)
ress in a few years.
"There is a direct relationship
STUDENT
33 ITINERARIES
between the money spent for edufeat acing:
TRAVEL...
cation and the quality of educaWestern & Central Europe
tion," she says.
STUDENTS
Eastern Europe & USSR
Discounting the disconcerting
CAN A V FO Ft D I
Scandinavia Spain
near-hysteria with which AmerTurkey South America
icans responded to the Soviet adSTUDY-TRAVEL
Israel Greece
vantages of several years ago, she
36-60 land days ... from $510
PROGRAMS
says neither Russian nor American
also
some scholarship
education is perfect. Both have
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP
assistance available
DRIVE -YOURSELF TOURS
Also Work Camp
and
&Hosteling
Long Distance Pens
BERMUDA SPRING WEEKS
12-16
land
days
...
front
S300
$239
all-inclusive
by air
FORT MADISON. Ia. (UPI t
A statistic-minded employee has
SERVICES FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENT TRAVELLERS
figured out that if the more than
International Studeric Ili ,...
$1.00
handbook on Student Trot,’. :
100 million fountains pens manu:.ourants I
$1.00
Work,
Study,
Travel
Abroad
$1.00
factured by: the Sheaffer Pen Cornpany: since its founding 50 years
ago were placed end to end they’d
reach from the main plant in F.,
Madison to San Francisco, acrosthe Pacific to Hawaii, and then
within three miles of the firma
factory in Melbourne, Australia.
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JIM ELIAS
Tiaffir

Superintend.
Jim Elias
1957) is Assistant
cut in Pacific Northwest Bell’s Salem District. There he
fares tough decisions dailyfor instance. deciding manpower levels and keeping employee relisti iii smooth. His
decisions affect both cost and quality of ,ervite.
Before this promotion. Jim proved his ability by planning outside plant additions for a new central office. Earlier

Ice laid a ke job in an "IL, ...nn.ing 28.000 customets
and %corked on tile Labor Relation, gaff. Jina’s Ufa, k tor
handling responsildlit is bringing him success.
Jim Elias and the otlei- young engineers like him in
Bell Telephone Compaiii,. throughout the country hell.
bring the fittest common it at ions service in the world to the
homes and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

cigarette

means
a lot...

get Lots More from BM
more body
in the blend
more flavor
in the smoke
CO more taste
through the filter

THE

MIRACLE

TIP

It’s the rich-flavor leaf that does ill Among L& M’s choice tobaccos there’s more
a this longer-aged, extra-cured leaf than even in some unfiliered cigarettes. And
only pure white touches your lips.
with L& M’s modern filter the Miracle Tip
CO. lots more from L&M
the filter cigarette for people who really like to smoke.
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National Crash Program Used
To Eliminate Dangerous Roads
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Between 40,000
and 41,000 persons died in traffic ec
tidnts in th United States last year
the greate:t number for any Mr
in history. Yet many safety esperts
I.. ! our highwayt are billp0Morig safer
in terms of miles trersilled and tars
on the road. The following d’sptch
tells why they think so.)

miles travelled. There were 51.9
:nillion vehicles on the road in that
yern and the death average was
7.1 per 10.0(X) motor vehicles.
Ten years later. in 1961. the
ratio was 5.2 persons killed per 100
million vehicle miles. Although
there were 76 million vehicles on
the roads, the ratio of deaths per
10,000 motor vehicles was 5.0.
Highway modernization may be
a key to keeping this ratio Tailing.

Diamonds Are Forever,
But Not in Sierra Leone

FREETOWN, SierraLeone
In the language of lose.
UPI I
diamonds are forever. But unfortunately for Sierra Leone, they
faces. Interchange ramps and clovmay not go on forever here.
er leafs connecting highway arterLocal production of diamonds has
ies could be pascal in various eolors
bi indicates the serious routes. fallen off sharply. Diamond dealOdor could also he used to indicate ers expect it to continue to fall
unless new fields are found.
speed zones. Butler said.

Another development already in
sight, he said, are electtonie methods to maintain safe spacing of
vehicles.
He said statistics show that with
new roads, the number of head-on
collisions is dwindling. But as
speed increases. the number of
rear-end collision increases.
"As for safety," Butler said,
"why not expect more of it as we
expect more of all things good and
enlightened in the space age?"

"There are no get -rich resources
here like the oil in Nigeria or the
bauxite in Ghana," commented one
veteran British offiical. While
Ghana is several times larger, it
came to independenee with reserves
of around $560 million. Sierra Leone had about $7.4 million. A third
of that is gone

This is important to a new West
NEED HELP
African nation of 2.5 million peoThe conclusion is that the counple and 27.925 square miles, about try will need outside help for dethe size of Ireland. which gained velopment.
independence on April 27, 1961.
Sierra Leone means "The Lion
I after more than 230 years of BritMoantains." a name given to it by
ish rule.
’ the Portuguese navigator who
EXPORTS
"discovered" it in 1460. Freetown,
In 1961, diamond exports the capital, has one of the largest
amounted to $43.4 million, nearly natural harbors in the world and
three -fifths of the country’s ex- was H major staging point for Alports. By the end of 1962, dia. lied convoys in Worlcl War II.

Memorial Chapel
Honors War Dead
During World War II. in De- prompt and bisoraide it committee
cember 1943, Lt. Kenneth C. Bai- was formed and funds acre s.,.
ley, class of ’42, was killed in Belted.
In 1949 the site Was selected
action. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur E. Bailey, wrote these’ and architects were employed
words to Charles Hillis, then presi- draw the plans. Boundary staiis.
dent of the Alumni Association: were driven in May 1950. anl
"There are many gold stars on ground was broken a few week,
our Spartan service flag. Many later at the Alumni homecoming
more will be added. For us it is, Dedication services in the vstet.
possible only to keep their memory pleted chapel were held March 29
alive and let their sacrifice not be
On four service flags now piy.
forgotten. We wonder if a more
fitting tribute could be offered to served in the chapel. 45110 Hue
those who will not return than a stars represent those men and
moderately small chapel, nonsec- women who entered the armed
tarian, of appropriate architectural services. A gold star, superimposed
beauty, dedicated to their memory on the appropriate blue star, made
and to the preservation and pro- each sacrifice of life. There we
motion of the finest qualities of 200 gold stars when the chapel was
dedicated.
the life they have laid down."
Since it opened in 1952, there
The Alumni Association pledged
$15,000 to start the project. The have been more than ’200 weddings
:acuity raised $2500 through cash In the chapel, and more than 400
and pledges: the student council Initiation ceremonies. Pat Turner
pledged $1000 to cover preliminary and Ed Mosher, former president
costs, chiefly a descriptive booklet of the Alumni Association wee,
the first couple to be married
of the plan.
Mr. Hillis presented this sug- the memorial structure,
Because the chapel is on state
gestion to the officers of the college, to the Alumni Association, the property, everything in the build.
student body and faculty, the Col- ing must be donated. It is hoped
lege Patrons’ Assn, and to civic , that eventually the floor of the
organizations. The response was chapel will be fully carpeted.
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The second !
CHICAtl(r :1’1’1:
’
morning ot the new year unfolded
mer the western Illinois farmMg
community of Erie as four teen100 BILLION
age girls ti espied to classes in Mie
Arthur C. Butler. director of the
line, about 20 miles to the south- National Highway Users Conferwest.
once, Inc., Washington. D.C., has
In Moline. a young newspaper I estimated that highway spending
circulation driver left for Rock- at all levels of government will
mom! exports were running at the
The masts of a sunken freighter
ford. about 70 miles to the north- have reached $100 billion before
rate of only $22.4 million.
still slant from the sea off shore.
east, after spending a holiday 1970.
There are some 76 million me t,
Diamonds were discovered in
weekend with his parents.
w
Sierra Leone at the end of till’
Both used Illinois 2, a twisting vehicles now on our highays.
be
1920’s. For years, one company
two-lane hignway which follows Butler estimates, and there will
the Sierra Leone Selection Trust
the wanderings of the Rock River. ; 100 million by 1970. And instead of
today’s 90 million licensed drivers.
had a monopoly on mining. Bic
Within hours, the four girls were
"we can look forward to having
aythen in the early 1950’s, native digdead and the young circulation
Auditions for roles in "Hedda
"
120 million."e
said,
gers began finding diamonds gadriver lay critically injured in a
BRET
on,
Hy
.10SEI’ll
Committee
President’s
The
lore in river beds or covered by Gabler," a play by Henrik Ibsen,
Morrison. Ill., hospital. Their cars
will be held today and tomorrow
United Press International
’Traffic Safety estimates that as of
only a few feet of soil.
had crashed a few miles south of
at 4 p.m. in the Studio Theater.
SOUTHAMPTON, England
1960, the United States had apSince,
legally,
the
precious
stones
Erie. Authreities blamed the tragThose students desiring a role
proximately 3.5 million miles of For you blase souls who have been 1111 belonged to the monopoly comedy on the highway’s soft shoulroads and streets. Of this toted. everywhere and done everything, pany, native finders began smug- are asked to read the play before
der.
I more than 2 million miles were here’s something new to try some gling them in quantities across the auditioning. Copies are available in
RUSS Kiesele, a newspaperman
SD100 on a two-hour checkout
I surfaced rural roads as against I time: go take a stroll UNDER the borders, especially into Liberia.
with the Moline Daily Dispatch.
basis.
. only 387,000 miles 40 years earlier. liner Queen Elizabeth.
said the stretch of Illinois 2 beLICENSING
it has been
Any person wishing a role in the
It can be done
The Committee estimates the
tween Erie and Moline is regarded
done. It justa e. a little status.
Finally. in 195b, tne government play who is unable to audition
tiaffic
proportion
of
the
greatest
hy area residents as a "pretty beat
bought out the monopoly and be- at the scheduled times, is asked
load today is borne by the primary nerve and a strong back,
up piece of highway."
There is a six -week period each gan licensing native diggers. Im- to contact Paul Davee, associate
state highway systems. Their corn"There are improvements north
’tined total of about 488,000 miles, year when you can walk under proved marketing arrangements professor of drama, in SD212.
..
of
" he stii.t Rut that stretch
Rehearsals will commence as
the Committee says, is about 14 the Queen. That is the time she through the Diamond Corporation
has justlithoet had it. It’s a patchper cent of the national total, but spends in drydock in Southampton (largely owned by De Beerst fur- soon a.s casting is completed.
svork of cotter( te ant I hlacktop. "
"Heckle. Gabler" is a realistic
they carry three-quarters of the for her annual overhaul, which is ther reduced smuggling hut dealers
Federal. state and local highway’
perhaps the world’s biggest Spring believe some always will go on.
study by Ibsen of a woman out of
total traffic.
departments are in the midst of a
Other than diamonds. Sierra Le- harmony with her surroundings.
Needless to say, a system had to cleaning job. During that time, the
erash program to eliminate front
Join the group at Jimmies
Be in
be devised which is national in liner is scraped and painted, one of one has deposits of rich iron ore She attempts to rise above them
the Americanlitindscape the roads
. , scale and which contains the best her four sets of engines is re- and also produces some export but fears the consequences.
*
had t
that have have lust ..
It is a foul -act play with three
engineering thinking available. To ’laced. and the cabins and state- crops such as Pissave, coffee, cocoa.
They are engaged in a Mali provide a safer, more fluid traffic. rooms are all spruced up.
ginger and kola nuts. But pet- cap- men and four women actors. Heckle
To make your sub-liner trip, you ita gross national
1439 W. San Carlos
building prograni. which. in the flow and to meet the modern world
product is’ Gabler is portrayed as a cold, unnext few years. will pour out demands of national survival, the will have to go to the bottom of around $50 a year, one of the scrupulous, relentless and passion Open Daily, 10 to 9; Saturday, 9 to 6
fed,
itel’ONS , the nation thousands of federal
lc’’. s Weinum r.VPC ii minpromiser
government devised the in- the dry dock. which is a pit about lowest in Africa.
80 feet deep in which sits the
miles of the most 111(NICITI highways terstate highway defense system.
Queen Eliazbeth, looking eerie and
that engineers have been able to
HIGHWAY SYSTEM
uncomfortable out of water.
devise.
The 41.000-mile interstate actuBut from just under the bow of
The pation’s first traffic casualbackbone of our entire the ship, the ship’s grave of line
ally
is
the
ty was a gentleman named IL
BEYOND THE PLANE OF THE ECLIPTIC...
system.
It
is
highway
nationwide
vintage
is most evident. She looks sleek
Bliss who was hit bya
network of controlled ac - and beautiful. As you walk back
the
basic
Whether
in the forefront of space exp!oration or in bionics research, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company’s almost
auto as he helped a lady off a
high capacity highways with along the side, yam notice that the
e
limitless fields of endeavor offer a challenging choice to graduate engineers and scientists. Lockheed’s location on the
street car in New York City on aess,
no grade intersections, geneially 1,031 -foot liner in neatly balanced
September day in 1899. The Nabeautiful San Francisco Peninsula, its outstanding facilities, its sophisticated programs, its excellent employee benefits,
divided roadways and entrances or . in the center and along the sides,
tional Safety Council estimates
many other advantages, have all contributed to the Company’s position as a leader in the aerospace industry.
among
controlled
carefully
exits
only
at
on steel supports.
riffthere have been 1.1 acteto to
fie fatalities shier, Bliss. Bo, and engineered access points.
To set it on the supports so that
A 1960 estimate showed the in- it will stay up requires pin-point
though the traffic toll continues t
system cost an average of aecuracy.. The venter of the hot climboterstate
and new lee-seek ape set. the
$1 million per mile, said Ellis L. tent of the hull must be settled
safety experts believe the nation’s ’
Armstrong. president of the Better within one Inch on the ’enter sup"serail traffii safety ecord is im’Highway Information Foundation. ports. Skin divers direct the opera proving.
’
,This
Meeks down to about $4 mil - lion from beneath the ship and if
In 1951. Safety C.’ciun!cil records
tatrsons, lion per mile for urban sections she misses the first time, the liner!
show, an averageiof 7.5
"hide and $680,000 per mile in the rural
refloatd until she is perfectly
were killed per l it milli,:
_ _ sections.
,e1 down.
The federal government rontribWalking beneath the bottom of
iles 90 per rent and the states 10 the hull is like walking in a cave
per cent toward the financing.
For about 100 yards, you walk
At present over 11,000 miles of stooped over in a spare about four
the 41,000-mile system are open to feet high. But there are compene
traffic and constiuction is under- sat ions. To bump your head on I
1963 I
way on about 5.000 additional 83,673 tons and survive is bracing
See your placement office for details
THE ORIGINAL
to the ego
1TUUT TOUR IN INT PACIFIC
provides
legislation
Present
Cunard Lines have decided to add
enough funding to complete the in- a new cocktail bar to the cabinterstate by 1972.
class lounge and to restyle with
col- MIS
511 urpvi_R
Butler estimates that by 1970, new sett furnishing 150 cabin-class
American motorists will have 70.- staterooms.
000 miles of dual highways on
During each of the overhauls ,ounitrip be.
ss hich to drive, compared to 17,000 ovE.E the next three years, Cunard’
Hawaii. re,.
aides in 1960.
will make extensive renovations
Inn the (rear’
refs, part,e-.
’Mace age thinking is heasily in- on the Queen to modernize her and
-’ring event,
a -d cultural entersolved in the highway blue print maintain her as one of the world’s.
, -ocessary tour servof the future. Developments in- leading liners. Cunard offirials esti,assage and neighbor
at adiusted tot,
elude thermo plastic whirh, sshen mate the Queen Elizabeth will rer.,,er in Hawaii’
Trans.Patif,
mixed with sand or ruck, make main in servim for the next to
: .,er to Hama,
actical multicolored load sur- years.
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Make It To The Village!’

Custom Cabinets -- They’re The Utmost
Wholesale
Stereo Kits

Jimmie’s Stereo Village
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
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Lockheed, Systems Manager for such projects as the
Nary POLARIS FBM and the AGENA vehicle in various
Air Force Satellite programs, is also an important contributor to various NASA programs involving some of
the nation’s most interesting and advanced concepts.
As one of the largest organizations of its kind, the
Company provides the finest technical equipment available; for example, the Sunnyvale facility houses one of
the most modern satellite tracking and control centers
In the world. Every opportunity is given members of the
technical staff to participate in the initiation lf advanced
technological developments.

a Lockheed’s Tuition Reimbursement Program remits
seventy-five percent of the tuition for approved courses
taken by professional and technical people who are
working full time.
The Graduate Study Program permits selected engineers and scientists of outstanding scholarship and
professional potential to obtain advanced degrees at
company expense while on research assignments.

Further, Lockheed strongly encourages continuing
education and advanced degree’ work, maintaining two
programs in their suopol.

LOCKHEED

Candidates for degrees in all of the following should
Investigate opportunities at Lockheed:
Aeronautical
Mathematic;
Chemistry
Mechanical
Electrical/electronic
Physics
Lockheed is an equal opportunity employer,
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Prominent Greeks, Educators Say
Fraternities Must Adapt To Survive
fraternity could be Catsolfelter, Chi liii executive secThe college
dinosaur. The retary.
coMpared with the
Another large
national
frahistory, tradition,
dinosaur had
ternity, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, acadapt
to
failed
but
strength,
and
cording to executive secretary Rex
environment.
Smith, had as one of its constituto the changing
too, has its his- tional requirements that "each
The fraternity,
tory, tradition and strength. But member of the fraternity chose
asked, will a subject on which he had to write
;on>. educators have
throughout
to adapt for survival, essays
his college
it be able
or will it. tuu, become a historical course, for the literary meetings
of the chapter.footnote?
Indicatise ot this re turn to
What type of adaptation will
scholastic and cultural stimulation
be necessary?
and development is a program
can, or Is, the fraternity system
its survival cited by Dean Clifford.
insure
to
steps
iiiking
The residence halls at Syracuse
..od live 1111 to its principles?
were encouraged to bring lecturis the fraternity a dying
o
ers, one-act plays, recitals, and
.tion?
4,
other forms of cultural programs
fidtik M. Hallgren, Dean of into
the residence halls each week.
of NeMen at the University
This, he noted, was to supplement
braska. statml that, "If the fra- the original purpose of
care, feedternity system is to survive it will ing and supervision (along
with
need to demonstrate that it is
a small recreation program), maka positive educational influence in ing the
residence halls into "resithe college community."
dential educational centers."
He noted that this type of proNOT ENOUGH
gram soon caused the fraternities
noied that tu MEOW’
to hit back and take note. The
the problems or( poor scholarship fiat emit es were "forced" to add
not
"is
citizenship
and is
this tyro? of program to keep pace
enough.- This, he said, only inwith the competition.
dotes that the fraternity is not
"l’his is the type of program,"
toe influence.
noted Hallgren, -that more coll\ f Collotetioinstrate a t
lege fraternities should incorpo*JilallitAl. OW fraternity system rate to live tip to their principles."
soa
leader
in
the
become
must
COMMUNITY SERVICE
ition of social problems and not
He added that too many chapa defender of the status quo; a
leader in cultural and intellectual ters look upon community service
development and not a debunker projects as a freshman activity
of the cleanse arid ifillAglEatiye held once or twice each year with
intellect
little or no concern for incorporat"I Mink the days of keg, combo, ing this phase of fraternity into
and collection of couples approach a year-around program.
to social lite of the fraternity is
Chapters also invite faculty
largely gone.- indicated Earl W. members to speak to them but
Clifford, Dean of Men at Syra- often force members to listen or
cuse University, "and that in a have as their only purpose "good
,ery sHoilicant way. a prime public relations." said Hallgren.
!ie. a principal dirnenMarie,
Many Intrafraternity Councils
wornity experience that j 1IFC) across the country are tak’an
i,as e.- !ii is not modern at all, ! ing steps to help their member
o torn to the literary- ’ fraternities to incorporate these
i
’origin of those orgatn-11 activities into their program.
batons
At the University of Tennessee,
Clifford, when interviewed at according to the Adviser to Frathe November meeting of the Na- ternities. Joseph A. Cecil, the IFC
tonal Interfraternity Conference: took voluntary action to correct
iNICo in Pittsburgh, noted that their scholastic record. Through
the first roollege fraternity was , legislation, the WC levied a penPhi Beta Kappa. now a scholastic ’ alty on any fraternity failing to
honorars.
make a 2.0 or C average. For the
first quarter of failure, the chapBROTHLIMOOD MEANS MORE
ter will lose social privihges. If
liallgren slat ed that while there is a repeat the second quar’Brotherhood" means a sincere ter, they add the loss of intrafeeling of friendship, a closeness murals. If the deficiency continues
and concern for the other per- , for a third quarter. the chapter
ms’s character and social devel- is placed on full activities probaopment, it should also mean a tion and is suspended from the
concern for the intellectual en- !campus if the record is not Ianrichment of the rest of the fra- proved by the next quarter.
ternity membership.
Initiation averages have also
Nearly 111 of the national college been raised on many campuses. In
fraternities were founded, at least addition. IFC’s have legislated rein part. to supplement and con- quirements on pledging. At the
tribute to the intellectual develop- ’University of Nebraska, the IFC
ment of the individual.
recently voted that no man may
One fraternity, in its early be pledged or participate in rush
Years, required regular participa- the first semester unless he was
tion in chapter -room debates over
graduated in the upper half of
current totitical, social and cullos high school class.
tural toques.
DEFERRED RUSH
Phi Gamma Delta, in its national history books, indicates that
Many campuses, such as Syrahe members debated such topics rose, have also gone to a program
as "Should a man be convicted of of -Deferred Rush." Under this
murder in the first degree on cir- type of system, no fraternity may
cumstantial evidence?" and. "is take a pledge class of new memthe present war with Mexico a just bers until after the first semester.
war on the part of the United Most rumpuses have their pledging
States?"
isoiod or-rush week" just before
Another national fraternity, Chi the school year starts. Under the
ss as originally pat terncst after Syracuse program, only those stua literal., so woof y.
dents who have proved scholasDearly capable the first semester
ONCE WROTE ESSAYS
I may be pledged.
"At earls- meetings (185449001
There are still the "gimmick"
members were called upon to pre- I approaches to. raise scholarship
;Are and deliver papers, essays, in individual chapters and nadoetry, and review’s." noted Carl tional fraternities --- national tro-

phies, bean unit steak dinner’
recognition certificates, reduced
initiation rates, and many others
--all in an effort to give more
than lip service to the need for
good scholarship. But the term
"Scholarship," in the original
sense, is much more than good
grades, as noted by our knowledge
of the early fraternity meetings.
Is there, then, a new trend to
comply not only with aiding and
encouraging bet ter classroom
scholarship, but to give the student
these extra benefits?
On many campuses, according
to Alpha Tau Omega national
executive secretary’ Stewart Daniels, it already appears that "our
chapter houses are becoming more
of a forum for an exchange of
ideas."
NEW EMPHASIS
-Libraries are being upgraded,
grants are being made from national fraternity foundations to
increase library facilities- all
(with the purpose oft looking toward making the fraternity a More
vital adjunct of the institution,"
he added.
Many chapters are starting to
adopt parts of the Syracuse plan
and are incorporating the idea of
making the fraternity a second
classroom.
"In addition to an astute awareness to the purpose for being in
college education- the fraternity
should never lose track of its!
other obligations to the individual
member," said John Nolon, former
IFC president at the University
of Nebraska.
What are these other obligations?
According to one national fraternity’s pledge manual, the fraternity should aid in the development of good manners; teach the
democratic process, instilling an
understanding of the majority rule
concept.
’WE CAN HELP’
"We can teach you," stated the
manual, "how to study, how to
organize study; how to get maximum benefits from your professors; how to broaden your education. Do not think we can teach
you how to avoid work; we can’t
open your head and pour it in."
A fraternity, the manual explained, is a business which is
operated by the members. One
chapter cited in the manual handles more than $75,000 yearly, operates $200,000 worth of property.
buys food, supplies and furniture.

SPARTAN DANIN).0

tio.,,,tnottlei and a staff
In addition, the manual stales,
the fraternity should teach you to
get along with people, how to
dress cleanly, neatly, and present- ’
ably. and NOW to be a gracious
winner and a good loser.
Many fraternity leaders. administrators. and undergraduate WC!
officers indicated at the NIC meeting that the college fraternity can
du these things for the individual. !
They also seemed to be of the
general opinion that the fraternity
is not a dying institution.
’HEALTHY CORPSES’
"If fraternities are dying. they ,
are the healthiest corpses you ever
saw," stated Joel Reynolds, a ’
leader in the NI(’,
To back up his statement, he
referred to the recent NI(’ expansion committee report which
indicated that there is an immediate need for 500 more chapters
’mm campuses across the country.
The report also indicates that
undergraduate membership in fraternities over the paid five years
has increased front 1,578,870 to
over 2.500,000.
"flue question of survival is still
a relevant one. however," according to Nebraska’s Hallgren. "Many
chapters have not yet graspcs1 the
changing role of fraternity; many
hick mature leadership, many lack
a purpose."
’THEY WILL SURVIVE’

SAM OBREGON, SJS’s secre-

1--

Richard Fletcher, executive sectary-general of the Model Unitretary of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
ed Nations and social science
commented that fraternities will
major, pauses in front of U.N.
survive, the same as any human
institution, if IL is "useful, pur
headquarters during a recent
puseful and alert."
trip to New York City. MUN
Fletcher continued, "We started
is seeking applicants to work
as fraternities, took on hotel and
for the forthcoming simulated
cafe functions, went into the club
business in a big way, and are , United Nations session to be
still in the club business priheld at SJS April 24 to 27.
marily . . . with only casual conOver 1,100 delegates from II
cern for hotel and cafe and little
states are participating in this
or no emphasis upon fraternity,
event. Positions open are comour original business.
mittee chairmen secretaries,
"Now the institutions are doing
the hotel, cafe and club business , housing assistants, International
Court of Justice assistants, and
for the masses better than we can.
public relations and publications
leaving us only the fraternity
personnel. One unit of upper
business, a field in which-- hapdivision political science credit
; pity- -we have no competition.
is given for this work. Interest"We’ll survive," he concluded.
ed applicants may sign up at
!"if we’re useful; we’ll flourish if
the college union Wednesday
we’re purposeful; and will insure
at 7 p.m., according to the
our future if we’re alert. Our fuorganization’s release. Late regture in the sixties, us at any other
istrations will also be accepted
time, will depend on whether or
and students will be excused
not we are in fact what we say
from classes during the session.
see are "
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CWEFIS DINNER PLATES
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hearty, farrn-fresh breakfast
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Growing California Means In
Big-Time Education Costs

San Jose State was first among

Iligdane eilucation in California
is making a move toward big-time
financing’
In a bill recently introduced by
Assemblyman Charles B. Garrigus
D.Reedleyt. an attempt at equalLong revenues for the various
school districts in each county is
being made.

50 per cent of school district
revenues, has now declined to ap;proximately 30 per cent.
But problems of the school district are more than financial. In
’addition to lagging revenues, the
’districts must contend with the
shortage of teachers, which parsdoxically will he even more serious
when the Fisher bill goes into
effect beginning this July.
Already. Spring said, California
I must import 50-60 per cent of
Its teachers from other states.

50 per cent (those who start the
program and don’t finish). Spring I
estimated that about one-third of
those who complete the program ,
and obtain their credentials nevego into teaching at all.
The reasons, he said, are military service, marriage and others.
all particularly significant at the
elementary level.
Under the proposal, each dieThe dual problem of finance
mentary school district will forand teachers in California arises,
ward its first 60 cents per $100
Spring said. because ’The day of
of tax money to the county, and
the small districts operating with
high school districts will forward
50 cents.
J
The Fisher bill, because of its small, local funds is past."
The primary purpose of the bill j more stringent requirements, will
would be to equalize taxes among force school districts to turn to
the various districts in each cowl, provisional credentialed teachers.
NEW YORK it.1PI)The United
ty. The proposal is aimed not at j Spring believes.
producing new revenues for the
The problem will be within sec- States needs a fiscal authority
districts, hut at a redistributionlondary and elementary schooLs in with powers over federal tax polof the funds now being collected,
getting properly credentialed icy similar to those held over
teachers, he said.
monetary policy by the Federal
SUPPORTS BILL
Reserve Board, according to Alvin
’SUB-TEACHIN6’
SEEN
Supporting the bill was William
H. Hansen, Harvard professorB. Spring, assistant professor of
Because of this, the professor, a emeritus of economics. He presentsecondary education at San Jose World War 11 Navy pilot who was ed his argument
in "Challenge.",,
State College recalled during the Korean War, the economic magazine of New
In a recent interview, the edu- suggested that immediate effect York University.
cation professor indicated that the of the bill would be sub-teaching
bill was a ’step in the right di- for a while because rural areas
rection.
will have to resort to provisional
"This bill at least will make an credentialed teachers since the hill
effort to equalize taxes on the will reduce the acceptable supply
county level." he said.
of teachers from other states.
’1 thiok this is worthwhile.’
"I don’t see any way of avoidThe bill, however, is almost cer- ing it." he said,
tain to stir up a sizable controSpring compared this with the
sersy.
problem of getting physicians out
The reason is that people in the to California, especially in those
wealthier school districts will ob- same areas.
ject to transfer of their own money
There is no p:oblem in getting
to other school districts, Spring doctors to come out to the urban
said. .
areas, he said. but the problem
"I would say this would be tho is to get them to the rural areas.
main argument."
ADDED PROBLEM
With a state as large and a.

Asks Tax Boss

prosperous as California, Spring
resides et feet of the Fisher Bill
suggested that the proposal might on potential teachers from other
alleviate the financial t.train that states, the situation is complicated
oime If the smaller, rural school hy a serious problem of pet-sons
districts are having.
trained in California who don’t
go into teaching at all.
’ENOUGH MONEY’
Beginning with what Spring
"Somewhere along
the line. estimated to be an attrition rate of
there is enough money for eiteta
lion in California. There should
be." he said.
Whether there is or not, the
NEW YORK I UPI I Half of
di-oo of the state’s percentage of
the 1.313,000 Americans who
aid to the districts, along with the
have glaucoma don’t know it,
tlemands for more district sen
the National Society for the
i": causing real problems.
Prevention of Blindness reports.
As examples, Spring cited the
Glaucoma, which eventually
current stat.e
requirements of
blinds, can best he detected durstandardized testing and the teaching a regular eye examination.
ing of foreign languages by the The doctor uses an instrument
sixth grade as adding more costs
0 measure the pressure of the
to district expenditures.
rye halls. Eye doctors
n.
These and other constant demend a glaucoma test annually
mands by the state cost mimey,
for men and women age 40 and
he otid-but the state has never
over. Detected in the early
changed the amount it grants in
stage, glaucoma often can he
basic girl"
stopped before It runs its blindState, aid, formerly comprising ing course.

Illuminating

the

California state colleges in
the number of 1962 summer ses-

stated

sion students,
c-ently

issued

by

Vol.

a report re-

the

office

of

Glenn S. Dumke, chancellor of the
California State Colleges.
Students from 55 of California’s
58 counties were enrolled in the
,ix -week
with a

and
net

four-week sessions
enrollment

of

8,853

At udents.
Santa

Clara

County

was

the

residence of 5,142 of the summer
students,
F’ollowing

closely

behind

SJS

oith an 8,601 summer enrollment
was Los Angeles. Third was San
Francisco

State

with

6,995

en-

rollees and fourth was Long Beach
State with 6.231.
The first Summer Session was
held in 1903 at San Jose State
Normal School, as SJS was then
known. A summer program has
been held each year since then.

FACE LIFTINGThe Newman Club Building,
located at 79 S. Fifth St. and meeting place for
Catholic students at SJS, is being repaired for
the first time since its construction in 1913. The
total cost of the repair job is expected to be
$40,000. The new repairs call for a modernized
front, several classrooms, a new kitchen, im-

proved auditorium, downstairs lounge area, and
booths for students eating lunch. A public drive
was held in October of 1960 for the develop.
ment program. Th goal was $ICO,000, More
than $30,000 has been collected. SJS Catholic
students number 3,515.

WONDERFUL REASONS TO
BUY YOUR TEXT BOOKS

ROBERT’S

at

You Receive Top Value for Your Book
Purchases.
You Get Full Refunds During the First Two
Weeks on Used and Unblemished New Books.
You Only Have To Crawl to Fourth St.
. .. Across From the Library.
YOU MAKE NEW FRIENDS ... All I Did
Was Recommend Them to Robert’s.
You Get a Full Guarantee that Books
Are the Correct Texts for the Courses.

Repre.antatives of California State Government
will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of:

YOU GET FAST, FRIENDLY and EFFICIENT SERVICE.

Acecomting

You Can Shop at NightAvoid the Rush.
Open ’til 9 p.m. Every Night During the
First Two Weeks.

Correctional Rehobilitotion
Personnel and Employment
Real Estate and Property Management
Vocational Rehabilitation
Statistical Research
lroiiironce

So Buy Your Text Books NOW at
WV! AN ArrOINTMFNT

ROBERT’S BOOK CO.

NOW
AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

Open All Day
S.ifurcl,sy
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r

on 4th St. Across from the Library

9 p.m.
Open
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